GLASTONWICK
Adur's Beer, Music, Poetry
and More Beer Festival
Festival History 1996-2019

Alex Hall

Cover Photo
Punk-Folk legends Blyth Power have always attracted a healthy audience at
Glastonwick, depicted is the 2017 festival with the said band on stage. Some
of the cask ales available can be seen on the far left.

Foreword
Back in spring 1996, I co-founded Glastonwick with punk poet and musician
Attila the Stockbroker and the late Roy Chuter (look out for a very special
Brighton & Hove bus named to commemorate him, shown below with my
wife Felice), who ran Attila’s postal mailing list at that ancient time before
email was common - and way before Facebook and Twitter were conceived.
Aside from the licking and posting of thousands of envelopes, Roy was better
known for his unrivalled passion for Brighton and Hove Albion FC. He was one
of about a dozen hardcore fans who pushed for the AMEX Stadium at Falmer
to be built after the club was asset stripped by greedy businessmen. The
saga of fictional Jademouth United FC was penned by Roy in three booklets
entitled ‘Any Other Business’ to raise money and spread awareness of
Brighton’s plight. Roy’s other main passion was real ale, and fittingly he was
landlord of The Duke of Wellington pub in Shoreham-by-Sea for about four
years. He was the original Glastonwick staffing coordinator and general
organiser. (More on page 8.)
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I’m writing this as a souvenir of all the wonderful years we had until this vile
plague changed the world and stymied our planned silver jubilee celebration
event that would have been held in June 2020.
Our faithful attendees and volunteers have always been totally dedicated, I
salute you all! Without you, Glastonwick could never have been possible.

The Early Years
The concept that became a reality was Attila’s idea, pairing the very best
musical and radical poetic talent with the very best real ales in the same
venue, which then was Southwick Community Centre and the adjoining Barn
Theatre (hence the ‘wick’ syllable in the name). He needed an experienced
beer coordinator and cellar person to make it work. I jumped at the chance
as I was keeping the cellar at Brighton’s Evening Star - which had the
fledgling Dark Star Brewery down there at the time.
It was conceived as a revolutionary idea in the rather staid 1990s, back then
many beer festivals had a token covers band stuffed into a corner to be
ignored - and pretty much all music festivals that Attila played at had global
corporate sponsors where the only stuff to drink was bland, gaseous,
overpriced, mass-produced keg lager and cider swill that none of us would
even remotely consider torturing our palates with. We jointly wanted to
provide an antidote to all that. And we did.

Real Ale and Standard Keg Beer Compared
‘Real ale’ is a term coined by CAMRA, Europe’s most successful consumer
campaign group. Otherwise known in the industry as cask-conditioned beer,
Glastonwick has only ever offered hand-crafted, traditionally presented ales
by brewers who are dedicated to keeping tradition and quality alive in the
face of the ever-present spectre of global corporate standardisation, and the
resulting dumbing down of taste and loss of local craftsmanship. The same
goes for the cider and perry range too, all from small cider makers, often
based on a rural farm.
A few real ale brands are corporate owned, such as the ubiquitous Sharp’s
Doom Bar - owned by American giant Molson-Coors. Glastonwick has never
featured keg beer (artificially force carbonated, so gassy, usually filtered, and
sometimes pasteurised) at the main festival stillages (though it could be
found elsewhere, but not an official part of the festival line up).
Many keg beers you commonly encounter in pubs are mass-produced
corporate piss, but a rapidly growing number of smaller to medium-sized
breweries put good beer into kegs.
Increasingly common are ‘Keykegs’, which are dispensed out of regular
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keg taps but don’t have the gas infiltrating the beer as the gas compresses
an internal bag without making contact. Technically these contain real ale,
however there is no way to vent them (‘let them breathe’) so the beer should
stay the same from beginning to end – as opposed to cask which develops
subtle changes over the course of being on.
Regular kegs are generally more expensive and less enjoyable for many
styles because of the gas and chilling involved, and ‘Keykegs’ are always
more expensive as they are not recyclable and cost brewers for a two way
trip - one to the pub then one to the landfill. I still believe real ale is usually
the way to go, it is the most traditional way and the least harmful to the
environment. Through the years, there has been a quality stigma with keg
beer and rightly so until recently with a few “craft” beers as they tend to be
called in the UK (note a lot of these are ‘Keykeg’, but not all).
“Craft" is a term coined by the American Brewers Association to define beer
in any format from a small(-ish) brewer not totally or greatly owned by a
major swill producing corporation. There is much confusion in this country as
nobody has laid down a specific definition here, so you’ll see things like Blue
Moon (a mass produced corporate product but with no recognition of that)
fanatically advertising as “craft” (in the U.K.). It is about as craft by the US
definition as calling Buckfast an exotic champagne. Utter marketing bullshit
propaganda is rife in that department sadly.
Other formerly independent breweries have sold their souls as such, starting
out as small fish in the sea - but after significant growth over the years
attract the attention of the big brewing sharks who gulp them up. Japanese
lager giant Asahi not too long ago swallowed Fuller’s, and with it the Dark
Star portfolio. Any keg beers marketed as “extra cold” should be dumped in
the sea (with apologies to marine life). Maybe that would guard against
global climate change! The only reason for the extra chilling is to mask how
bad they are to taste when they are tried at a non frostbite inducing
temperature.

The Glastonwick Concept
Attila came into The Evening Star in Brighton on a quiet March afternoon in
1996 after touring at places where he described as all serving beer of the
style “gnat’s pee”. I was working behind the bar that day (I was also
cellarman there), and he looked rather thirsty. Chatting across the
handpumps, Attila mentioned his dream idea of melding the best possible
music festival with the best possible real ale festival. But while saying that he
has plenty of excellent independent band, solo musician, and radical poetry
contacts, he admitted that all he knew about real ale would be drinking
copious amounts of it - he had never been trained about cellarmanship, so
someone else had to do that if the idea came to fruition.
Without thinking for more than a nanosecond, my reply was “I’ll do it!".
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Glastonwick’s Three Founders
Attila the Stockbroker (John Baine).
Self sustaining radical poet and musician since 1980. He has released many
albums and has penned multiple poetry books, and tours the U.K. and
beyond regularly (these subject to BREXIT and COVID-19 in the future). He
performs music either solo or with his medieval band Barnstormer 1649.
There’s too much to write, so please go to www.attilathestockbroker.com
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Alex Hall
(As you will probably deduce from my activities below, I moved from Brighton
to Brooklyn, New York, in 1999 to be with Felice – my wife since 2001 – seen
above with the bus named as a tribute to Roy. Despite the long distance, I
returned for about two months every year from 2000 to arrange the
Glastonwick beers and other things such as the shuttle buses, publicity, and
website. Felice always joined me shortly before the festival opened. Very
special thanks to Peter Halliday, also Miriam and Martin, for putting us up
when back.)
Former cellarman and barman at The Evening Star, Brighton, 1992-1999. The
fledgling Dark Star Brewery commenced brewing in the cellar there in 1994,
producing seven 9 gallon casks per brew.
Contributor, The Oxford Companion to Beer, published 2011.
Former president, The Malted Barley Appreciation Society of New York City,
2006, 2016, 2017, 2018.
Former partner, Wandering Star Craft Brewery, 2011-2015.
Cask cellarman at ‘d.b.a. Brooklyn’ from 2010 until the bar closed in
November 2014 because a greedy and unscrupulous businesswoman (to rub
salt in the wound, she is an English expat!) offered the building’s owner
$7,800 per month more than we were paying in rent. It is now a yuppie’s /
trust fund inheritors’ shop. I refuse to walk or cycle past it as don’t want to
see the travesty of what it became. The bar was one of the few in the U.S.A.
to be awarded Cask Marque accreditation, and there were always interesting
real ales flowing from the three Angram handpumps plus regular real ale
festivals with about a dozen casks set up on tables.
Former cask ale columnist, Ale Street News, 2004-2015.
Founder and editor (co-editor from issue 6) of The Independent Imbiber
magazine (U.K.), 1993-2003. It became The New Imbiber in 2003 when I
diverted my time to other projects and I passed the baton to David Hughes.
Founder and editor of The Gotham Imbiber magazine (New York City), 20032007.
Organiser of the ‘Cask Head’ real ale festivals at The Brazen Head, Brooklyn,
New York, 2003-2010.
Author of Beer Demystifier, New York City, 2008.
Main contributor to A New York Beer and Pub Guide.
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The above photo is being a little hopeful of catching a Brighton or Southdown
bus where I live in Brooklyn, New York...
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Roy Chuter, who sadly is no longer with us (he passed away in 2014).
Brighton and Hove Albion’s most dedicated fan and a major activist for the
building of The AMEX ground at Falmer, and lots more. Some press
publications called him “Albion Superfan” – and quite rightly so. He was an
author (‘Any Other Business’), a proofreader, and previously Albion’s
programme editor. Roy was in charge of Attila’s mailing list when it was still
being done by snail mail. One of his highlights was correcting the incredibly
woeful grammar of the now famous letter sent by David Bellotti’s solicitor,
who appeared to be bottom graded in kindergarten. I believe it is still on
display at the AMEX’s museum area and can be found online at the North
Stand Chat site. Belotti was part of the evil trio trying to asset strip the club,
together with Bill Archer and Greg Stanley. These greed merchants were
comparable an alternative universe version of The Three Stooges, but lacking
all of the humour. R.I.P. Roy, you are always missed.
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Glastonwick’s Key People (non founders)
We have literally an army of volunteer helpers, way too many to mention
individually. In recent years we have had two star helpers with site
management and staffing, namely Mel Gordine-Tyler and Nic Grainge.
In the run up to the festival, Loz Aslett has been of great help by distributing
posters and flyers, covering a number of CAMRA beer festivals and
approaching the local council to put posters in their community noticeboards
which are mostly located in bus shelters – ideal as people read what’s there
while waiting for their bus. While the (now defunct) annual Adur Festival
lasted, Loz made sure that Glastonwick featured prominently in their
brochure – which reached thousands of homes in the council’s territory.
I also want to thank Ingrid Sharp, Alice Sharp (not related), Kevan Blackmore,
and Paul Kilford, for staffing and management responsibilities over various
years. Physical help is needed for set up and take down, and we have had a
posse of volunteers each year to make it all run smoothly. A big thanks to all.
A few key real ale pubs and venues have been selling tickets for us too.
Credit goes to The Evening Star in Brighton, The Southwick Beer Engine, The
Watchmaker’s Arms in Hove, Anchored in Worthing, The Duke of Wellington
and The Ropetackle Arts Centre in Shoreham, and The Schooner in
Southwick. A huge thank you to all our helpers over the years!

Our Venues
1996 to 2002 at The Barn Theatre, Southwick Community Centre...
At their 1996 AGM the three founders pitched the idea to the Community
Centre committee at their A.G.M. The treasurer was skeptical, and was called
away for a few minutes on an unrelated matter. The three of us talked to the
chairman, and it was all set in stone in the treasurer’s absence much to his
surprise when he returned! There was no going back at that stage.
2003 to 2006 at Shoreham Airport...
We should have thought of doing ‘flights’ of the beers and ciders!
We had outgrown the Southwick venue by 2003 (and their welcome), so
moved to Shoreham Airport. Less than ideal but Airport bar licensee Tom
Maryan welcomed us with open arms (thanks Tom!). There are two bars
there, one in each terminal, so bands played in both. The beers were
variously in a side room or in a marquee overlooking the runway - thanks to
Tom and his team, especially Joanna who was the dauntless crew leader. The
only problem having it here was everything had to briefly come to a halt
when a passenger plane landed - for customs reasons!
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2007 - 2019 at Church Farm, Coombes...
It was Attila who discovered this idyllic venue nestling in the South Downs
and near the River Adur. We offered a camping option for the first time,
which was popular. The beers and stage were in the main, enclosed barn
with a smooth concrete floor – while the open barn opposite had a rough,
muddy and stony floor (and the odd sheep turd!).
In the latter were the ciders and perries (after we found out that some of
them would stain the concrete in the main barn!) and the food trailers. There
was also a coffee stall some years. Jenny and Trevor loved hosting us, so we
finally found our true home.

Southwick Friction and, Later, Camaraderie
The old guard at Southwick told us sternly in 2003 that “we don’t want to
host any more festivals”. So we were evicted under a dark cloud and moved
to Shoreham Airport. Guess what, they started their own after a year’s gap.
Most irritatingly, and what could be viewed as an act of hostility, theirs was
scheduled on the same weekend as us initially.
For some time there was a lot of animosity. Glastonwick posters were affixed
directly next to theirs in as many places as possible. I carried a pair of
scissors, sellotape, printed ‘Dolly the sheep’ (as in clone) stickers, and some
green paper to cut up, so some of theirs strategically ended up advertising
‘Southwick Pee Festival’! I know it was puerile, but we didn’t take kindly to
them going from exclaiming “no more beer festivals” to then going head-tohead with us with their own soporific version. All that was needed was to
blank out the R and part of the B.
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The above public information notice appeared in issue 53 of The Independent
Imbiber in late 2003, when I learned that the Southwick Community Centre
committee would be in direct competition with us. The ‘rumours and reports’
bit referred to erroneous press reports stating that Glastonwick would be
returning to Southwick. Confusing the two events was comparable to saying
that Coldplay would be filling in for Peter and the Test Tube Babies!
A bit later on in the saga, I’m very thankful that much of the old guard at
Southwick left their posts pretty much at the same time - they were mostly
belligerent retirees with outdated and narrow-minded values (one of them
screamed the W word at me from his car before putting his foot down rather
dangerously).
I am glad to say that the new generation there have no qualms with us and
we have become good friends now, whenever possible I have even supported
their beer festivals and enjoyed them - especially as cellarman and beer
manager Lee Popiewicz-Smith really knows his stuff. They have let us put
flyers out, something that would never have been possible when we moved
to Shoreham Airport.
Before Lee stepped in, Southwick’s beers were ordered by the owner of The
Stanley Arms in Portslade. While the range was ok, there was never anything
spectacularly exciting.
It is refreshing to report on things doing a 180 degree turn changing for the
better, unusual in the present day. If the Southwick Beer Festival returns, I
strongly recommend that you visit if you can.
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Roy Chuter’s Moving Tribute
The Brighton and Hove Bus Company names their vehicles after deceased
local legends. Roy’s named bus is fleet number 475 - which has it’s own
photo gallery webpage. See http://cask-ale.co.uk/bus475.html - it hopefully
should be in service until about 2025.
The web page is to encourage bus preservationists to take it on when it is
withdrawn by Brighton and Hove, it mustn’t end up in a scrapyard! As a
legendary Seagulls fan and club programme editor, Roy was one of the very
small number of key figures in securing the building of Brighton and Hove
Albion’s Amex Stadium, a far cry from when The Seagulls were at the bottom
of the old 4th Division playing in various locations (one 70 miles away, and
one in a tiny athletics stadium at Withdean) and had to win to avoid being
vanquished to nothingness. This was because of asset stripping by greedy,
corrupt owners and management.
Roy was nothing less than a superhero totally on the people’s side
encompassing both football and real ale, He had his own proofreading
business, and authored a football novel. He was landlord of The Duke of
Wellington, Shoreham, for four years in the early 2000s. If visiting there, look
up for a tribute on the wall.

Passing Brighton’s Evening Star, where Glastonwick was conceived in 1996.
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The Shuttle Buses
I’ve always been responsible for bus hire in the Shoreham and Coombes days
(Southwick has a frequent train). They are vintage, with the odd modern
interloper if there is a failure. My best have been an RF from 1953, various
former London Routemasters built between 1959 and 1967 and Atlanteans
from 1966 and 1968. If any of them are open top we have to lop the trees on
Coombes Road. Needing lots of beer after that, it is back breaking!
Breaking from the vintage bus tradition, a few years ago I sought to hire Roy
(bus 475) from Brighton and Hove Buses for a second shuttle or for an
excursion for volunteers (read country pub crawl). No chance as no
tachograph had been fitted – unlawful for private hire.

The Food
We’ve always had plenty of food for sale. Sharon at Southwick Community
Centre did a great job. At the Airport, food was ordered and served from the
main lounge bar, and latterly at Coombes we invite caterers who serve from
a trailer in the cider barn. There are always lots of vegan and veggie options.

Always Expect The Unexpected
Something either regularly surprises us or sometimes is predictable, either
good or bad. For instance...
Predictable: Attila will announce on stage his favourite beer (always ginger
flavoured). A stampede follows, it will be gone within an hour or so as a
result.
Unexpected: A couple of tricksters turned up at the door at one of the more
recent festivals claiming to be public health inspectors and demanding free
entrance to do an inspection. ID please. They showed driving licences. OUT!
Unexpected: Phone reception is lousy at the farm, so a few years back
someone climbed up the long ladder on the huge silo opposite the entrance
path just to be able to use the phone. OUT!
Unexpected but predictable: In our early days at Southwick, someone scaled
the flint wall and dropped down into the garden. Two problems for the
hapless evader: Roy saw him descend, and by circumventing the entrance he
had no glass or beer tokens to use at the bar. OUT!
Unexpected: Bird brain! There are metal cigarette receptacles / stubbers
around the farm. What I believe to be a Great Tit was flying in and out of one
in a recent year, and on close examination I peered in and saw three baby
birds standing in the fag ash! It was duly cordoned off to let the babies
fledge.
Not predicted: One year there were nightmare roadworks from hell around
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the gyratory system linking to the A27. I had to divert the bus to and from
Lancing rather than Shoreham.
Unexpected: A certain well known local band, in jest but backfiring,
announced on stage that the beer (being sold off at a discount at the end of
the weekend) was now free. This caused mayhem and much confusion with
beleaguered staff. I had to rush to the mike to announce it’s a false alarm,
then scolded (you know who you are).
Unexpected: A recent year at Coombes seemed pretty uneventful until we
(myself and Aston) went to see off the bus, an open topper. Aston spotted a
passenger who shouldn’t have been riding. A tiny bat! It must have dropped
onto the top deck from a tree and made its way downstairs. It was duly
rescued and placed in shrubbery.
Unexpected: On lopping the trees on Coombes Road one year (using an open
top bus), a cantankerous local woman lost the plot and threatened us,
ranting “Lancing College will take action against you!”. Ummm, do Lancing
College own the roads? I think that would be West Sussex County Council!
Unexpected of sorts: In its time at Southwick, Glastonwick grew to become
the biggest independently run real ale festival in Britain (i.e. not organised by
CAMRA, SIBA, or any pub chain).

The Logo And Programme
Logo artists over the years have been Roy Chuter, Janine Garrott, Robina
Baine, and my beautiful wife Felice Wechsler (the love of my life is pictured
below in Southwick Hill Tunnel on one of the shuttle buses).
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Firstly, I email breweries and real ale wholesalers who can either deliver or
send the casks on a pallet. Positive replies will be noted for potential new and
festival special beers (not brewery mixes).
Secondly, going on what wholesalers can get (primarily breweries they could
collect from), I will try to arrange supply of the newest and rarest with each
brewery – and go for festival specials when I can, often using flavouring
ingredients to add to a base beer at the brewery concerned. Some have been
brews if the brewery is very small.
I read daily the posts on the ‘Scoopgen’ beer scoopers’ forum and, with gen,
avoid anything that may seem new but has done the rounds on the scooping
circuit. Also, I post my final list on there usually only 24 hours before opening
on the Friday. See the next section about 100% accuracy. I get bugged
annually by scoopers on the forum probing for me to submit a beer list two
plus weeks before the event. I just promise no disappointment. “Trust me
and scoops will be forthcoming”.
Other notable real ale festivals that are not too far away in both distance and
time frame are paid attention to as there is a crossover of rare beer seeking
attendees. The excellent Egham beer festival, a beer scoopers’ dream
because it focuses on new and rare beers like I do, has latterly been the main
one that I scrutinise for avoidance of duplications.
Over the bar pricing is discussed with whoever holds the cheque book,
latterly Rob Jones of The Duke of Wellington. Average pub prices are a must.
If you have any programmes kept, I have ‘signed’ them at the end with the
date and time of completion (apart from the first few years). Many thanks to
all at The Southwick Print Shop for printing the programmes at the last
minute.

My System For 100% Programme Accuracy
Over the years, I’ve attended so many beer festivals where the programme
didn’t match up with what beers were actually available - and there’s an
irritating sign listing deletions and substitutes. Also, frustrating tasting notes
of ‘no details available’ gets my goat, as the saying goes. Organisers, please
do your homework or it will be an F grade! So, the programme has been
completed at the last possible moment for 100% accuracy (1996’s I think
was a couple of days in advance, however). Since then, I meticulously have
been checking beer names and strengths in various ways – by phone to the
breweries and wholesalers, by checking their websites, and even comparing
names and strengths between pumpclips (which are, by opening on the
Friday, affixed to or near the cask) and cask information stickers.
Oh yes, and also by examining them all after they are tapped for the most
accurate tasting notes. Hang on, ‘examining’ primarily means for clarity and
colour – but flavour and aroma can only be revealed one step further. That is
where my palate comes in, as you can guess. On the latter, occasionally we
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have been sent casks which have been infected with Lactobacillus (lactic acid
bacteria – think sour natural yogurt), Pediococcus (a similar lactic acid
bacteria – think sauerkraut), or possibly when the casks haven’t been
cleaned and sterilized properly. These go back as ullage (spoiled, unsaleable
beer) for a full refund. Exceptions are certain traditional styles from Belgium
and Germany, plus the new-ish generic ‘Wild Ale’ style - I never ordered
those though as they’re unavailable in cask form.
At Church Farm, I have been setting up a temporary ‘office’ of a chair, a
table, my phone, and my laptop. Plus food as I’m there for a while to sample
and write up 80 different beers. It’s a dirty job but somebody’s got to do it!

Year By Year
A summary, as detailed as possible, of each of the 24 years regarding beers
and artists performing. Some years have limited information where gen
(information) is lacking from records which are lost or absent, and my photos
took a big hit when a popular and free cloud photo album site (Fotopic) went
bust - everyone’s pictures on there were deleted without notice. Well, cheers
then Fotopic! Trying their best to incite a virtual riot obviously!

1996
(24 – 26 May at Southwick)
Our first stab at it at Southwick Community Centre. There were 25 real ales
and a few ciders and perries at the start, however it was a big success and
we hurriedly ordered several more casks of real ale when it was apparent
demand would outstrip available volume. These were racked bright so no
waiting for the yeast and protein to drop down.
The Skinner’s beer in the list below was one of former Evening Star
(Brighton) co-owner Peter Skinner’s recipes, but it is still a Dark Star beer as
such. Don’t confuse with Skinner’s Brewery of Cornwall, no connection.
Notably. the Cuckmere Haven ‘Glastonwick Merry May Mild’ came in a rare
wooden kilderkin (18 gallon cask)!
I was pleased at managing to arrange 11 festival specials on our first year.
Real ales (the full list): Dark Star ‘Shoreham Harbour Veal Calf Ale (Not for
Export)’ (festival special), ’Summer Haze’, ‘Skinner’s Golden Gate Bitter’
Cuckmere Haven ‘Glastonwick Merry May Mild’ (festival special), ‘Hoppy
Wanderer’, Orkney ‘Glastonwick Ginger’ (festival special, for which I had to
post some ginger to the brewery as it was unobtainable on Orkney!),
Townes ‘Joseph Porter’ (festival special), Swale ‘Attila’s Droopy Winkle’
(festival special), ‘Amber Dhaniya’, ‘Tiddly Winkle’, Brewery-on-Sea
‘Sleeping Bag’ (a festival special to warn of Joseph Porter’s infamous, rancid,
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fetid slumbering cocoon), ‘Snapper’, ‘Goldsboro Honey’ (festival special),
Greenwood’s ‘Glastonwick Gold’ (festival special), Wild ‘Party’ (festival
special), O’Hanlon’s ‘Blakeley’s No.1’, ‘Ginger Stout’ (festival special),
Belcher’s ‘Otway’s Old Hit’ (festival special to celebrate John Otway
reaching no.27 in the U.K. charts back in 1977!), ‘Sugar ‘n’ Spice’, Bath
‘Barnstormer’, Arundel ‘Footslogger’, Juwards ‘Newt ‘n’ Abbot Ale’, Vale
‘Hadda’s Summer Glory’, White’s ‘1066 Country Bitter’, Church End ‘Stout
Coffin’, Kemptown ‘Olde Trout’, ‘Tipper’s Tipple’, Leatherbritches
‘Buckler’, Rebellion ‘Smuggler’, Hop Back ‘Summer Lightning’, Coniston
‘Bluebird’.
Entertainment (the full list): John Otway (Glastonwick’s first ever
performer), Ros Palfrey, Blyth Power, Ralph Humphries, Paul
Stapleton, Mumbo Jumbo Combo, Harry Zevenbergen, Les Barker.

Roy designed our first logo and compiled the programme. This is the cover.
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Ros Palfrey does her poetry set. (Photo – John ‘The Vicar’ Palfrey).
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Oh dear, nobody is enjoying the festival I see. Oh, put Deborah down!
Naughty Geordie!

Gap alert – no more photos from 1996 are available,
except two scans from The Independent Imbiber
depicted below.
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Roy wrote an excellent summary for The
Independent Imbiber magazine (issue 10).
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The Independent Imbiber magazine was infamous for me putting a jovial and
topical photo on the back cover. Here we have Stevo gurning at Ruth at
Glastonwick 1996. From the next issue, instead of just one caption for the
chosen photo, I made it a free-for-all caption contest.
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Greenwood’s Brewery had a liking for teddy bears.

Cask label stickers are made to be nicked if special.
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1997
(6 – 8 June at Southwick)

The logo, expertly drawn by Janine, was of some casks under the Southwick
chimney which had creeping ivy growing up it. Two seagulls circled around
the top. We featured nearly 40 cask ales this year.
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Real ales (the full list as per beers ordered. There may have been up to three
additionals which are unrecorded): Kelham Island ‘Janine’s Wheat Special’
(festival special for our best friend and talented logo artist), Archer’s
‘Departure’, ‘Village Idiot’ (both festival specials to note the immense level of
fan resentment towards Brighton and Hove Albion’s dastardly, asset-stripping
chairman (for the last three years) Bill Archer. The football lowlife is no
relation to Archer’s Brewery – we just took advantage of the shared name to
get some apt festival special ales!), Tigertops ‘Round of the Baskervilles’
(festival special), ‘E.E.C. Bitter’, Mallard’s ‘Glastonquack’ (festival special),
Belcher’s ‘Barn Blaster’, ‘Southwick Spice’ (both festival specials), ‘Dina
Mite Blonde’ (specially casked, normally keg only), Dark Star ‘Barn Beast’,
‘Attila’s Sweaty Crutch’ (both festival specials), Isle of Skye ‘Hebridean
Gold’ (festival special), ‘Young Pretender’, Warwickshire ‘King’s Progress’
(festival special), ‘King’s Bitter’, Cuckmere Haven ‘Saxon Berserker’,
‘Swallow’s Return’, ‘Boss Guv’Nor’, Abbeydale ‘Steel Hammer’, Oakham
‘Humphrey’s Honey Brew’, Pitfield ‘Golden Otter’, ‘15th Anniversary’,
Tisbury ‘Mr. Moose’s Raspberry Ripple’, Northumberland ‘Secret
Kingdom’, O’Hanlon’s ‘Mild’, ‘Red Dwarf’, Barnsley ‘Oakwell’, ‘Barnsley’s
Glory’, Brewery-on-Sea ‘Golden Lite’, ‘Spinnaker Chilli Beer’, Tisbury ‘Fruit
of the Field’, ‘BN Ale’, Oldershaw ‘Caskade’, ‘Dry Hopped Caskade’, Hop
Back ‘Summer Lightning’.
Entertainment (the full list): Pressgang, John Otway, Blyth Power,
Barnstormer, Robb Johnson, Martin Newell, The Fish Brothers,
Theta, plus radical poets Otis Mace, Jenny Fontana, Mike Green.

Gap alert – few photos from 1997 are available.
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Our friend Ruth looks happy behind the bar. Mike Cooper and John Bratley
are sitting under the parrot’s rear end! It’s a good job it isn’t a real one. And
could that be ‘Nine Foot’ by the food hatch? (Photo – John ‘The Vicar’ Palfrey).

Aston (left) peruses the list, while Roy points to the floor for whatever reason.
(Photo – John ‘The Vicar’ Palfrey).
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Roy again wrote up Glastonwick for The
Independent Imbiber magazine (no.16).
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While Roy wrote the article, I added the thank you credits.
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1998
(5 – 7 June at Southwick)
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We featured 60 cask ales this year, 13 of them festival specials.
Real ales (the full list): Kelham Island ‘Janine’s Summer Special’ (festival
special), ’Fat Cat Mild’, Bushy’s ‘Festival Fox’ (festival special brewed on the
Isle of Man), ‘Piston Brew’, Wye Valley ‘Rock Bitter’ (festival special),
Enville ‘Glastonwick I.P.A.’ (festival special), Black Dog ‘Monk’s Pew
(festival special), Oakham ‘Helterskelter’, Concertina ‘Bowman’s Mild’,
Wolf ‘Queen Mary’, Tisbury ‘Real Nut Test Brew’, ‘Wiltshire Spice’ (these
two being festival specials), ‘Ale Fresco’, Pitfield ‘World Cup Ale’, ‘Coriander
Beer’, ‘Wheat Beer’, Aviemore ‘Wolfe’s Brew’, Salopian ‘John Jones
Wharfinger’, ‘Silver Thread’, Man in the Moon ‘Three Lions’, Tigertops ’Oat
Axe Bitter’ (festival special), ‘Axeman’s Sleeping Brew’, Okell’s ‘Olde
Skipper’ (another Isle of Man brew), Valhalla (Shetland) ‘Auld Rock’,
Crewkerne ‘Crookhorn Bitter’, ‘Dark Star ‘Bring Home the Ale-bion’,
‘Glastonwick Oatmeal Stout’, ‘XX Port’ (these three being festival specials),
‘Sunburst’, Cuckmere Haven ‘Swallow’s Nest’ (festival special), ‘Highbrau’,
Snowdonia Parc ‘Cwrw Haf’, Titanic ‘They Think Its Ale Over’, Fernandes
‘Aniseed Alternative’, ‘Val’s Fruity’, Restalrig ‘Head Brewer’s Birthday Ale’,
‘Portobello Porter’, Hart ‘Cestrian Hart’, Bridge of Allan ‘Tartan Army Ale’,
‘Tartan Test’, Coach House ‘Bulldog’, Backdykes ‘The Full Malky’, Wolf
‘Queen Mary’ (festival special), ‘Ed’s Ale’, Rooster’s ‘Brian’s 500th’,
‘Bramling Cross’, Houston ‘Barochan’, Caledonian ‘Scotland the Brave’,
Foxfield ‘Wheat Watcher’, Cotleigh ‘Double Millennium’, Moor ‘Dark
Summer Ale’, Bigfoot ‘El Nino’, Clark’s ‘Stephenson’s Rocket’, Townes
‘Stagger Lee’, Inveralmond ‘Ossian’s Ale’, Harviestoun ‘Summer Ale’,
Lidstone’s ‘Best Bitter’ (3.5% version), ‘Summer Ale’, Ash Vine ‘Le Late
Tackle’, Nethergate ‘Augustinian Ale’, Redruth ‘Crofty’, ‘John Davey’s
Bitter’.
LATE ADDITIONS, Sunday lunchtime only: Dark Star ‘Summer Haze’,
‘Skinner’s Old Familiar’, Pitfield ‘Honey Ale’, White’s ‘1066 Country Bitter’.
Entertainment (the full list): Blyth Power, Wob, Barnstormer, T.V. Smith,
The Fold, Big Jim and the Weedkillers, Sweet Nothing (featuring Steve
North), The Fish Brothers, Flannel, The Marlins (featuring Marc
Ormerod), Ros Palfrey, Caracole, The Speech Painter, Depth Charge
Poets.

Gap alert – no photos from 1998 are available, except in
Roy’s scanned article.

Roy Chuter again wrote up Glastonwick for The
Independent Imbiber magazine (no.22), this time under
a pseudonym (which I unfortunately had to delete).
As with 1997, I appended on my thank you credits at
the end. Here is Roy’s review.
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1999
(4 – 6 June at Southwick)

Our two bars were named ‘Falmer for All’ and ‘Withdean Stadium’. There
were 79 casks, unusually including two cask-conditioned lagers. One of our
bands (Yummy) came all the way from Hamburg, Germany.
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Real ales (the full list): Dark Star ‘Mamaroneck Honey Porter’ (with comb
honey which I brought over from Mamaroneck, New York), ‘Star Ranger’
(originally brewed for Stevo’s birthday), ‘Ginger Monster’ (these three being
festival specials), ‘Dark Star’ (at a later date to be renamed ‘Original’), ‘Hop
Hazard’, ‘Sunburst’, Pitfield ‘Glastonwick Festival Special’ (festival special,
duh), ‘Eco Warrior’ (specially casked, normally bottle only), ‘May Bock’,
‘Raspberry Ripple’, Restalrig ‘Brigadoon Magic’ (gorse beer) (festival
special), Tigertops ‘Glastonwick One-Off’ (festival special, duh), Fernandes
‘Glastonwick Helter Skelter’ (festival special, duh), ‘Take Care’, Drummonds
‘Dregs’, ‘Wedding Special’, Wolf ‘Cascade Festival Ale’ (festival special),
‘Grandma’s Porter’, Humpty Dumpty ‘Little Sharpie’, ‘Lemon Ale’, ‘Butt
Jumper’, Canuk ‘Mick the Tick’s 10,000th Tick’, ‘Spring Street Bitter’, ‘St.
James’, Newby Wyke ‘Sidewinder’, Border ‘Apollo’, Alchemy ‘Maple
Marvel’, Kitchen ‘Belching Broccoli’, Foxfield ‘Birks Bridge Bitter’, Kelham
Island ‘Glastonwick Mild’ (festival special, duh), ‘Saffron Beer’, ‘Seven
Months’, Leadmill ‘Wild Weasel’, ‘Rolling Thunder’, ‘Apocalypse Now’,
Castle Rock ‘Snow White’, Pembroke ‘Dimond Lager’, Burton Bridge
‘Derby Triumph’, Scattor Rock ‘Loopy’, ‘Quarryman Stout’, ‘Golden Gorse’
(another gorse beer would you believe), Blanchfield ‘Black Bull Mild’, ‘Bull
Best Bitter’, Church End ‘Throat Burner’ (chilli beer), ‘Val’s Coriander Wheat
Beer’, ‘Shustoke Supryes’, Durham ‘Black Friar’, Bartram’s ‘Trial and Error’
(Galena and Styrian Goldings version), ‘Beer Elsie Bub’, ‘Captain Bill
Bartram’s Best Bitter’, Old Chapel ‘Blake’s Gosport Bitter’, Dark Tribe
‘Dixie’s Mild’, ‘Aegir Ale’, Cotleigh ‘Kookaburra Bitter’, Woody
Woodward’s ‘Eric Porter’, ‘Lemon Ale’, Wye Valley ‘Traveller’s Rest’,
Maypole ‘Lunar Tick’, Dent ‘Frolicking Good Beer’, Harviestoun
‘Sandstorm’, ‘Grasshopper’, Kemptown ‘Trailblazer’, ‘Dragon’s Blood’,
Houston ‘St. Peter’s Well’ (new beer launch at Glastonwick), ‘Formakin’,
Moor ‘As You Like It!’, Tindall ‘Best Ale’, ‘Ale Extra’, Townes ‘Long Hop’,
Iceni ‘Mild’, ‘Lad Lager’, Rooster’s ‘Optic’, Leatherbritches ‘Indian Ale’,
Phoenix ‘Arizona’, Oakham ‘J.H.B.’, Wawne ‘Monk’s Mild’, ‘Waghen’, ‘St.
Peter’s Bitter’, Oldershaw ‘Grantham Stout’.
Entertainment (the full list): Yummy, Too Many Crooks, Anal Beard,
Eastfield, Michael’s Bones, Tragic Roundabout, Claire Mooney,
Visitors, Arfur Ha’penny and the Ten Bob Notes, James Quinn, Shiraz
(‘The Maggot Magician’), Wilderness, Tony Allen.
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Ruth, Karen, Matt, Grant, Felice, (and ?) at the main bar, probably during a
break or before opening.

Yummy came from Germany to play at Glastonwick. They cleverly did covers
but with the melodies of different songs – very amusing!
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A big seminar after closing time taken at Southwick station. Doug, Roy,
Grant, Bridie, ?, Felice, me, Tim, Ruth, Mike?, Peter, Barbara, ‘Nine Foot’ Neil,
Karen, Matt, Rab, Bob, ?. Photographer unknown (possibly Julie?).

Stevo wields the dipstick.
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Against the wall: Bob, Ruth, Simes, ‘Nine Foot’ Neil, Barbara.

A seminar with Fiona’s Ford Transit Mk.1 campervan as the backdrop, which
she drove down from Hereford. As can be seen, she had it custom painted as
a Fresian cow! Felice, Matt, Karen, ‘Nine Foot’ Neil, Ruth, Stevo, Simes, Fiona.
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A very early Eastfield line-up with Jessi, Elaine, Bambi, with Darius on drums.

2000
(2 – 4 June at Southwick)

This year’s festival was strong on radical poetry.
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Notable real ales: Pictish ‘Porter’, ‘Summer Solstice’, Wolf ‘Pooch Hooch
(fruit beer)’, Tomos Watkin ‘Whoosh’, Tindall ‘Resurrection Ale’, Three
Tuns ‘Caithlin Spring Ale’.
Notable entertainment: Lemn Sissay, John Otway and Attila the
Stockbroker (performing tracks from ‘Cheryl’), The Fold, Mick Daley,
Wob, Christian Laverick, Naaker’s Bones, Michael’s Bones, Stroud
Football Poets, Smokestack, The Fish Brothers, Mark Gwynne Jones,
Freeleaf, Self Destruct.

Gap alert – the full beer and entertainment lists from
2000 are unavailable.

The set up crew: Gus, Roy, Felice, me, Toody, Ralph. Photographer unknown.
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Toody venting a cask with a hard spile peg...

...And then, after the cooling system has gone on, the messy bit – tapping.
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‘Nine Foot’ Neil, Felice, Miriam, Stevo, Rab, Julie.

Wob, bringing Southwick out of its slumber with his energetic set.
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John from Hurstpierpoint and Matt at the main bar, while serving are Miriam
(a distant photobomb), Karen, Julie, Simes.

Gazza bottling a scoop to take home. Note the monster sized scooping
notebook on the table in front of him!
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Felice pours a Pictish ‘Summer Solstice’.

Roy and Julie, on Southwick station homeward bound after Saturday’s fun.
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Attila, dressed as a stereotypical trainspotter, flanked by Richard Holgarth
and John Otway. They were performing ‘Boys in the Hood (Trainspotter Rap)’,
a hilarious piece from their joint album ‘Cheryl – A Rock Opera’. Cheryl’s
slogan is ‘a tale of Satanism, trainspotting, drug abuse, and unrequited love’.

The Fish Brothers with their lively ‘Victorian Music Hall Punk Rock’. Martin
Fish and Dan Woods are shown (other band members are out of view).
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Simon and Maire with Roy, in the courtyard separating the two buildings
housing our bars. Entrances to both can be seen here.

Post Glastonwick 2000 in The Evening Star, I got the best ever photo of Attila
doing his thing mimicking a stereotypical transport enthusiast with my copy
of Bus and Coach Preservation magazine as his prop!
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2001
(1 – 3 June at Southwick)

It was 3rd June when I very nervously climbed up to the stage as John Otway
had finished his set and was exiting. To give me Dutch courage, I had
imbibed rather quickly a bottle of a strong Belgian Dubbel (we sold bottles
back then, but couldn’t on the farm for safety of the animals if there are
breakages). My words into the mike were brief but concise: “Felice Wechsler,
will you marry me?” It was YES! We were hitched on 1st December on
Brighton Beach, Brooklyn, New York - a deliberate choice of location. Our
wedding ‘limo’ was a 1964 Bristol Lodekka double decker bus new to
Mansfield, and when retired was exported to New York for tourist duties.
This is the year I managed to get three casks from Brasserie de la Soif in
Nantes, France. My former boss Peter Skinner was convinced that a trip
across the Channel from Portsmouth to St. Malo would be a nice day out to
collect the casks. Christophe Bartlett, the brewer, drove them to the port and
we collected from there. We all had beer and croissants after that before
driving back onto the ferry. Before this trip could be arranged, I had to travel
to the H.M. Customs and Excise office in Southampton. I had to do this twice
on different days to pay different fees to import the casks (why the heck
couldn’t I have done both at the same time?).
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Totally in the other direction on the map, I managed to obtain a cask from
Valhalla Brewery of Shetland, the most northerly brewery in Britain.
The beers were divided into two rooms: Alan’s Bar and Karen’s Bar, to honour
friends who had passed away. Karen was Roy’s sister.
Real ales (the full list): Brasserie de la Soif ‘Entente Cordiale’ (festival
special), ‘Couilles de Grenouille’ (festival special - translates as ‘Frog’s
B*llocks’!), ‘Willy Wolf’, Valhalla ‘Simmer Dim’, Font and Firkin ‘Font Ale’
(from the only remaining outlet of the Firkin chain that still brewed (albeit
occasionally) due to licencing reasons. The hired-in brewer was Mark Tranter
of Dark Star, who later founded the highly acclaimed Burning Sky Brewery),
Rainbow ‘Glastonwick Festival Ale’, Clark’s ‘Toby Tyke’s Wedding Tackle’
(to celebrate Miriam and Martin’s wedding in true Barnsley style), ‘Lemon
Ale’ (both festival specials), ‘Wakefield Beast’, Skinner’s Custom Beers
‘Perle’, ‘Hersbrucker’, ‘Double Dutch Honey Dark’, ‘Tawny Port Bitter’ (all
festival specials), Skinner’s ‘Tiddlywink’ (the Cornish Skinner’s, unrelated to
Skinner’s Custom Beers), Warcop ‘Glas-Tangent-Wick’ (festival special),
Reepham ‘St. Agnes’, Swan on the Green ‘Whooper’, Abbeydale
‘Sanctuary’, Wolf ’99 Special’, Barge and Barrel ‘Old Gimmer’, ‘Coronation
Class’, Alcazar ‘Cascade Brush’, ‘Vanilla Ale’ (both festival specials),
Bryncelyn ‘Oh Boy’ (Bryncelyn translates from Welsh as ‘Holly Hill’), Ales of
Kent ‘Ruby Mild’, Dark Star ‘Highway to Helle’ (festival special), ‘Over the
Moon’ (pre-release), Sunburst, Darwin ‘Elderflower Ale’ ‘Wheat Beer’,
‘Darwin’s Stout’, Wentworth ‘Needles Eye’, ‘Oatmeal Stout’, Humpty
Dumpty ‘Old Buffer’, ‘Four Spot Catcher’, ‘Shunter’, ‘Reed Cutter’,
Branscombe Vale ‘Drayman’s’, Fisherrow ‘Liberty’, ‘Crystal’, ‘Horizon’ (all
festival specials), Portchester ‘Battering Ram’, Dark Tribe ‘Planking’
(festival special), ‘Ophelia Balls’, Goldthorn ‘Juniper Blonde’, O’Hanlon’s
‘Firefly’, Woodlands ‘Red Squirrel’, Leyden ‘Chameleon’, White Hart
‘Bedwas Bitter’, Burton Bridge ‘First Footing’, ‘Leadswinger’, Wolf ’99
Specail’, Kelham Island ‘Styrian Pride of Sheffield’ (festival special),
‘Devonshire Cat Bitter’ (aka ‘Gold’), B & T ‘Fruitbat’, Hopdaemon ‘Golden
Braid’, ‘Skrimshander I.P.A.’, ‘Dominator’, Titanic ‘Iceberg’, Woodlands
‘Embrace the Dark Side’, Cottage Spring ‘Four Seasons’, Salopian
‘Shropshire Gold’, Castle Eden ‘Summer Knights’, Salamander ‘Mud
Puppy’, Dent ‘Ewe Let The Dogs Out’, Iceni ‘Raspberry Wheat’, Lees
‘Moonlight Oak’, King ‘Horsham Best Bitter’, ‘Red River Ale’, Oakham ‘J.H.B’,
‘White Dwarf’, Wye Valley ‘Golden Ale’, Triple FFF ‘Jubilee’, Jennings
‘Crag Rat’, Pilgrim ‘Roz’, Hardys and Hansons ‘Swallow’s Return’,
Ridley’s ‘Maze Magic’.
Notable entertainment: Miasma, Slap, Barnstormer, John Otway.

Gap alert – the full entertainment list from 2001 is
unavailable.
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Paul and Jo McNeil from Preston, Lancashire. Note some of the taps are
vintage ones made out of brass, made before plastic became standard.

Fiona from Hereford (cider country) aptly serves at the cider and perry bar.
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One of two young bands who were Robina Baine’s music students, Miasma,
performed some very professional songs and made an impression.

The other young band that Robina had been involved with, Slap, was also
very good and went down well.
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Sue with a scooping bottle of a new beer to take home to Worcester.

The legendary scooper Mick ‘The Tick’ Baker from Marston Green serenades
Felice and Toody. Mick played the skiffleboard, something not common now.
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M.M. McGhee tries to set his drum kit on fire to add some pyrotechnics to
Barnstormer’s set. M.M. stands for ‘Mass Murderer’, by the way.

Bob (Clark’s Brewer), Aston, Christina(?), Nigel, Robin watching Barnstormer.
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Janine, baby Amy, and Felice enjoy Southwick Community Centre’s garden.

Another in the garden, I’m flanked by Catherine and Etan who were on
holiday from New York City. Catherine was working at The Brazen Head in
Brooklyn, where I used to hold a series of ‘Cask Head’ real ale festivals.
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Fiona in full dance mode.

Peter Skinner, Evening Star landlord, wields a Custom Beers sticker on the
last train back to Brighton (always good for lively photos). Stevo and Bridie
are on the right in the comfortable seats of these sadly missed ‘real’ trains
(4CIGs, as referred to by B.R. Southern Region.).
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Attila and John Otway, just a few moments before I went on stage and
nervously proposed to Felice in front of the gathered audience…

…YES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! <3 (Photo by Nigel from Barnsley).
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2002
(31 May – 2 June at Southwick)
The two bars at Southwick Community
Centre were named ‘The Brighton and
Hove Albion Bar’ in recognition of The
Seagulls being promoted to Division 1, and
‘The Silver Jubilee Bar’ as it was 25 years
since punk rock burst onto the scene.
There was apparently some other jubilee
happening too, hence the prevalence of
beers with regal celebratory names. Not
that we’d know as we’re not royalists!
Robina Baine designed and drew the logo
this year, cleverly mocking the jubilee (not
the punk one!).
I managed to obtain some Irish, Manx, and
Isle of Wight casks this year, plus two
specials from Dave Ranger’s Silver Stream
nanobrewery. Oh, and 31 festival specials!
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Real ales (the complete list): Fisherrow ‘Paul and Joanna McNeil’s Wedding
Ale’, ‘Glastonwick Amarillo’, ‘Glastonwick Elderberry’, ‘Glastonwick Ginger’
(all four being festival specials), Silver Stream ‘Hopcorn ‘Liberty’, ‘Hopcorn
North Down’ (both festival specials), Messrs. Maguires (Ireland) Licorice
Stout’, ‘Super Saaz’, ‘Northern Brewer Dark Ale’, ‘Raspberry Yankee’, (all four
beers were festival specials), Alcazar ‘Ale’, ‘Glastonwick Vice’ (festival
special, amazingly enough), Caledonian ‘Porter’, ‘Big Nip’, ‘One’s Favourite
Bevvy’ Bridge of Allan ‘Stirling 60/- Organic’, ‘Smoked Blonde Organic Ale’,
Bullmastiff ‘Hare of the Dog’, ‘I’ll Be Fuggled’, Buntingford ‘Sweet
Thunderjugs’, ‘Thunder Bug’, ‘Waterforce’ (these three being festival
specials), ‘Elizabethan Celebration’, Cuckmere Haven ‘Butterscotch Stout’,
‘Honey Guv’nor’ (both festival specials), Dark Star ‘Zamorale’ (celebrating
Seagulls striker Bobby Zamora and Brighton’s promotion), ‘Southwick Calling’
(festival special ginger beer), ‘Elderflower Blonde’, ‘Golden Reign’, ‘Hophead’,
‘Sunburst’, Hambleton ‘Photo Finish’, Wolf ‘Hoof To Wheel’, ‘Queenie’s’,
‘Orange Cointreau’, ‘Ported Lupine’ (the latter pair festival specials), Zero
Degrees ‘Cascade Pale Ale’, ‘Glastonwick Pilsner’ (both festival specials),
Rebellion ‘Beered Up!’, McCowan’s ‘Glastonwick 80/-‘ (festival special,
duh), ‘Darkside’, ‘Summer Shiner’, Iceni ‘Ickburgh Gold’, ‘Magpie’s Hoard’,
Crouch Vale ‘E.R.’, ‘Bouquet’, Okell’s ‘Maclir’, Fox ‘Heacham Gold’, Castle
Eden ‘Rolling Thirst’, Pitfield ‘Heavy Honey’, ‘Eco Honey’ (both festival
specials), Tring ‘Glastonwick Special’ (festival special, obviously), ‘Beck’s
Bender’, Williams Brothers (Heather Ales) ‘Swallow I.P.A.’, Oakleaf
‘Squirrel’s Delight’, Broadstone ‘Ale Tester’, Arkells ‘Golden Jubilee Ale’,
Ventnor ‘Jubilee Ale’, Hopdaemon ‘Liberator’, ‘Golden Angel’ (both festival
specials), Wentworth ‘Royal Ale’, ‘Whistlejacket’, ‘W.P.A. Special’, ‘Gold
Special’ (the latter pair festival specials), Archers ‘Jubilee Years’, Salopian
‘Golden Crown’, Bryson’s ‘Midland Mild’, ‘Shrimper’s Stout’, Everards ‘Terra
Firma,’ Harviestoun ‘Turnpike’, King ‘Golden Jubilee Summer Ale’, Phoenix
‘Tennis Elbow’, Mighty Oak ‘Corinthian Regatta’, ‘Totham Parva’, ‘Double
Cross’, ‘Ay You’ (the last two being festival specials), Oakham ‘J.H.B.’,
Palmers ‘Dorset Gold’. Woodforde’s ‘Admiral’s Reserve’, Smiles ‘Golden
Jubilee Ale’.

Notable entertainment: Miasma, Attila
Strange, T.V. Smith, Darren Poyzer.

the

Stockbroker,

Richard

Gap alert – The full entertainment list from 2002 is unavailable.
Photographs from this year are also unavailable except for this scan
from issue 46 of The Independent Imbiber.
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Next, the Glastonwick roadshow moves to Shoreham Airport…

2003
(30 and 31 May at Shoreham Airport)

Our first of four years at the Airport, just two days this year. Not knowing if
we would be able to continue after 2003, we tweaked the name and it was
billed as ‘Glastonwake’ to mourn our departure from Southwick. After we
were welcomed back by Tom and his crew, we reverted to the Glastonwick
name from the following year. There were 32 real ales, and there was a
slendered entertainment bill due to venue size constrictions.

Entertainment (the complete list): Blyth Power, Barnstormer, Random
Negative, Wob (and his band), Philip Jeays, Anal Beard.
Gap alert – The beer list from 2003 is unavailable. Photographs from
this year are also unavailable.
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2004
(28 – 30 May at Shoreham Airport)
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We had about 50 real ales in our 9th year – our second at the Airport. The
logo was ‘G9’, a play on the G8 inter-governmental political forum. The beer
selection had a healthy Scottish presence, most of which had never been
south of Hadrian’s Wall.
Real ales (the full list): Stumpy’s ‘Old Stumpy’ (gyle 1 from their own
brewery, previously beers were contract brewed), Trossachs ‘Summer Ale’,
Halifax Steam ‘Golden Glory’, Fowler’s ‘Glastonwick Perle’. ‘Celebrity Brew’
(the latter pair festival specials), ‘60/-‘, ‘75/-‘, ‘85/-‘, Newman’s ‘Wolver’s
Ale’, Burrington ‘Liquid Newt-rition’, Breadalbane ‘I.P.A.’, Islay ‘Finlaggan
Ale’, Somerset (Electric) ‘Somerset Sunrise’, Moor ‘Load of Protz’, Triple
FFF ‘Stripper Vicar’, Ossett ‘Pale Gold’, Milton ‘Justinian’, ‘Bar Room Blitz’,
City of Stirling ‘City of Stirling’, Dark Star ‘Sunburst Xtra’, ‘I.P.A.’, ‘Maple
Mild’, ‘Old Moneycomb’, ‘Willamette Blueberry Honey’, ‘Mulled Mass’ (the last
four being festival specials), Leatherbritches ‘Festival Special’, ‘Ginger
Spice’, ’Lathkill Ale’, Bridge of Allan ‘Festival Special’, ‘Summer Breeze’,
‘Wild Oat Malt Stout’, ‘1854’, Funfair ‘Big Wheel’, Freeminer ‘Strip and At
It’, ‘Slaughter Porter’, Titanic ‘Compass’, Ballards ‘Wheatsheaf’, Stewart’s
‘Edinburgh No.3’, Pitfield ‘Shoreditch Stout’, Breconshire ‘Discovery’,
Shardlow ‘Special Bitter’, Tryst ‘Buckled Wheel’, Oakham ‘J.H.B.’, Mighty
Oak ‘A Bitter How’s Your Father’.
Entertainment (the full list): Gaffer Hexam, Rory Ellis, Darren Poyzer,
Andy Baron and the Believers, Wob, John Otway, David Rovics,
Bernadette Cremin, The Lovely Brothers.

Felice and my cousins Ann (from Australia) and Val (from Eccles, Greater
Manchester). The shuttle bus driver is Neil, an old friend.
Gap alert – Photographs from this year are mostly unavailable.
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2005
(3 - 5 June at Shoreham Airport)
‘Glas10wick 2005’, our 10th festival. Drinking to salute my cousin Val, very
much missed.

Real ales (the full list): First and foremost - Boggart Hole Clough ‘Val’s
Tribute Ale’ (festival special - a celebration of my cousin Val’s life which sadly
and unexpectedly was cut way too short in February by an aneurysm whilst
she was on holiday in Antigua). So young. She surprised me by turning up
unannounced at Glastonwick 2004 (where the above photo was taken, Val is
on the right), travelling from Eccles (near Manchester). The beautiful
pumpclip was custom made out of wood, and was expertly engraved
complete with a cricket bat and ball – Val was a big cricket fan and was
Lancashire Cricket Club’s ticket office manager. The beer was on handpump
at the main restaurant bar so the pumpclip could be displayed.
Also, Boggart Hole Clough ‘Spedo’, Hopdaemon ‘Green Daemon Natural’
(specially casked, normally bottled only), Surrey Hills ‘Shere Drop’ (gyle 1),
‘Ranmore Ale’, Custom Beers ‘Decadian Honey Porter’ (festival special),
‘Chinook Best Bitter’, Trossachs Craft ‘Mountain Dew’, Doghouse
‘Retreiver’, Juward’s ‘Amber’, Wissey Valley ‘Raspberry Ale’, Itchen
Valley ‘Bishop’s Crest’, Empire ‘Copenhagen’, Wooden Hand ‘Black Pearl’,
1648 ‘Bee Head’, Uncle Stuart’s ‘North Norfolk Beauty’, Fyfe ‘Greengo!’,
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Conwy ‘Honey Fayre’, Whitstable ‘Wheat Beer’, Leatherbritches ‘Hairy
Ginger Helmet’, ‘Spiced Berry’, Cwmbran ‘Crow Valley Stout’, Dark Star
’Owen’s Rods and Mochas Stout’ (festival special), ‘Meltdown’, ‘Old Ale’,
‘Hophead’, ‘Sunburst’, Shaw’s ‘Ladysmith Pale’, Rhymney ‘Centenary Ale
(1905)’, Spectrum ‘XXXX’, Moor ‘Somerset Dark’, William Greenwood’s
‘Mild Mayhem’, Halifax Steam ‘Folies Bergere’, Walsh’s Bakehouse
‘Baker’s Best’, Ramsgate ‘Yaarrggh!’, Iceni ‘Festival Special’, Lovely Day’,
Tryst ‘Gie’s Some’, Mighty Oak ‘Batsman’s Bitter’, Bowland ‘Pendle
Potion’, Whitley Bridge ‘Uncut’, Farmer’s (Maldon) ‘Hotel Porter’, Ossett
‘Silver Dream’, Millis ‘Golden Export’, Rugby ‘Union Premium Ale’, George
Wright ‘Lucky Break’, Westerham ‘Summer Perle’.
Entertainment (the full list): Seagulls Ska (Attila on lead vocals, made no.17
in the UK charts on 9th January with ‘We Want Falmer’), Too Many Crooks,
Barnstormer, Blyth Power, Anal Beard, Eastfield, Rory Ellis, David
Rovics, McDermott’s Two Hours, T.V. Smith, Jim Bob, Rachel
Pantechnicon, The Fish Brothers, Chris T-T.

The brand new Surrey Hills Brewery deliver their first ever brews.
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Gyle 1!

Posing at the bus yard with what was Southdown’s oldest Leyland National.
(Felice’s photo)
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Felice, with Val’s Tribute Ale top right on the stillage.

Me with some of the casks in the marquee (Felice’s photo).
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Spot planes as you wait to order. What was that last one, G-BEER?

Our friend Julie, queueing on the right of the photo, scrutinises the beer list.
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Friday’s bus home was an immaculate ex London Country beast.

Plane spotting? No, didn’t think so! TTI spotting would be the one maybe?
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Simes and Loz. And beer. And planes.

Oh dear, nothing left at the end!
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2006
(2 – 4 June at Shoreham Airport)

This year the casks were in one of the Airport’s buildings rather than in a
marquee. The logo depicted two guitars with their necks crossed in an X
shape and the Southwick chimney representing an I – so XI for our 11th
Glastonwick. This was to be our last year at the airport.
Notable real ales: Leatherbritches ‘Black Rock’, Front Street ‘Callum’s
Ale’.
Entertainment (the full list): Verbal Warning. Al Duvall, McDermott’s
Two Hours, Bob Grover and Dates, John Otway (two sets, one being a
spoof Powerpoint lecture!), Wob (full band), Pog, Andy Smith (usually on
the door, but here bringing up a few subjects in verse), Jessi Eastfield,
Tracey Curtis, Rory Ellis, Charred Hearts, David Rovics, The Lovely
Brothers, Aisle 16.
Gap alert – This year’s beer list is very incomplete.
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The first Friday inward bus is about to leave the yard. Huh! It’s going where?!

Tom and the casks, well - some of them.
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The airport’s patio, great for scooping and plane spotting at the same time.

Sara and Bridie on the patio.
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Al Duvall came over from New York City! Musician and professional brewer.

Joanna and Tom serving through the hatch onto the patio.
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Top t-shirt!

John Otway and Big Andy.
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Ingrid, Stevo, and some flying devices.

Sarah has day off from driving trains.
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Tara, Matt, and Jo. Matt is trying to summon a U.F.O. to land at the airport.

Next, the Glastonwick roadshow moves to Coombes…
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2007
(15 – 17 June at Church Farm, Coombes)

One of Felice’s greatest (but straightforward) logos is 2007’s guitar playing
sheep standing on an old fashioned cask.
The Dark Star ‘Ginger Hop Godzilla’, a Glastonwick festival special, flew out
like there was no tomorrow.
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Notable real ales: Church End ‘Bob’s Dog Jumping Frog’, Red Rose
‘Phoenix’, Organic Brewhouse ‘Lizard Point’, ‘Charlie’s Pride’, Dark Star
‘Imperial Stout’ (2007 vintage), ‘Ginger Hop Godzilla’ (festival special),
‘Summer Meltdown’, ‘Summer Solstice’, ‘Hophead’, ‘Sunburst’, Ramsbury
‘Gold’, Fyfe ‘Baffie’, Beowulf ‘Finn’s Hall Porter’, Derventio ‘Emperor’s
Whim’, Mighty Oak ‘Honey Rider’, Nailsworth ‘The Vicar’s Stout’, Idle
‘Landlord’, Alehouse ‘Translucent Juice’, Sheffield ‘Golden Frame’, Isle of
Purbeck ‘Studland Bay Wrecked’, Hart ‘Cait-Lin Gold’, ‘Summer Breeze’,
Custom Beers ‘Chinook Best Bitter’, ‘Cascade Special Bitter’, ‘Tomahawk
Strong Ale’, Blue Anchor ‘Spingo Middle’, Derby ‘Hop To it’, Stumpy’s ‘Hop
a Doodle Doo’, ‘Old Ginger’, Nelson ‘Master Mate Dark Mild’, Clark’s ‘Black
Buck’, ‘Festival’, Bells ‘Smalley’s Stout’, ‘What’s the Duck’, Blue Bear
‘White Bear’.
Entertainment (the full list): Paul Simmonds, Verbal Warning, John
Otway, Alastair Hulett, Naomi Bedford and Dan Woods, Richard
Durrant and Attila the Stockbroker, Tracey Curtis, Robb Johnson and
the Irregulars, The Price, Drookit Dogs. Anhrefn, Dates, Claire
Mooney, Geronimo Arkwright, Neck, Asbo Derek, Fractured, Philip
Jeays Geoff Berner, Richard Strange, The Ante Room, The King
Blues, Paul Lyalls (short poetry set).
Gap alert – The beer list for 2007 is incomplete.
Slideshow link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31kelPiFu58 (with 2008).

Felice has always been my *driving* force!
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Bridie (nearest) and Miriam (looking away towards the cider and perry bar).

Attila’s very talented wife Robina tends to be elusive when I’m sporting a
camera, however on this occasion I managed to snap them both together.
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Cider providers.

Big Andy on the door, pointing to the way out.
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Anhrefn, Welsh folky stuff that was extremely good.

Daisy with Trevor (albeit a little blurred) at the bar.
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Don’t panic Miriam! Barnsley F.C. will prevail!

Random volunteer shot.
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Ingrid working the bar.

Felice and Nigel.
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Legendary brewers Mark Tranter and Rob Jones.

Kerry and Richard.
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Bridie and Rob. Behind the bar are Nigel and Doug.

Miriam the person – meet Miriam the bus!
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John Otway in full craziness mode.

Ciders running low, fun to be had! (Photo – John ‘The Vicar’ Palfrey).
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2008
(4 - 6 June at Church Farm, Coombes)

See how many Glastonwick favourites can be spotted in this year’s logo,
expertly designed and drawn by Felice.
Real ales (the full list): Mallinson’s ‘Wild Card’ (gyle 2), ‘Lindley Loc-Ale’
(gyle 3), Old Cross ‘Laugh ‘n’ Titter’ (gyle 3), Bartram’s ‘Queen of the May’,
‘Organic Peach’, Tudor ‘Blorange Ale’, ‘Skirrid’ (these two adventurous casks
being the first time out of Wales for this brewpub’s beers), Norfolk Square
‘East Coast Ale’, Windie Goat ‘Sheep’s Lynne’, Elland ‘Summer Breeze’,
Dark Star ‘Ginger Hop Knob Flop’, ‘Vegan Meltdown’ (these two being
festival specials), ‘Hophead’, ‘Hylder Blonde’, ‘Summer Solstice’, ‘Sunburst’,
‘I.P.A.’, ‘Six Hop Ale’, ‘Imperial Stout’, Hopdaemon ‘Ginger Incubus’ (festival
special), Saltaire ‘Dark Mild’, Bridgnorth ‘Strong Dark Mild’, Tryst
‘Antonine Ale’, Fallons ‘Angel Tears’, ‘Red Merkin’, Red Squirrel ‘Licorice
Porter’, ‘Springfield I.P.A.’, Whitstable ‘Pearl of Kent’, Bradfield ‘Farmer’s 5
Ton Up’, Fyfe ‘Weisse Squad’, Custom Beers ‘Chinook Best Bitter’ (the last
ever cask to be sold by this now-closed brewery), Iceni ‘Oxburgh Hall Plum
Stout’, Prospect ‘Nutty Slack’, Great Heck ‘D.A.V.E’, ‘Y.P.A.’, Stroud
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‘Organic Gold’, Hornbeam ‘Lemon Blossom’, Ulverston ‘Stretcher Case’,
All Gates ‘Caskaway’, ‘Pussy Galore’, Milestone ‘Dark Knight’, ‘Forest
Gold’, Millstone ‘Gate Hangs Well’, Brentwood ‘Screaming Virgin’, Idle
‘Sod’, ‘Black Abbot’, ‘Cricketer’, Wizard ‘Lundy Gold’, Brown Cow
‘Nocturnal’, Bowman ‘Maximus’, Festival ‘Amber’, White ‘Jurgen Ale’,
1648 ‘Declaration’, Mighty Oak ‘Tug Boat Bitter’, ‘Stumper’s Ale’, Humpty
Dumpty ‘Broadland Sunrise’, ‘10’, Boggart Hole Clough ‘Sunflower’, Little
Valley ‘Two Lads’, Fenland ‘Ely Mild’, ‘Wilburton Solstice Ale’, Hopstar
‘Father’s Delight’, Pilgrim ‘Smoked Pale Ale’, Westerham ‘Bramling Cross’,
Quartz ‘Heart’.
Entertainment (the full list): Babar Luck, The Meow Meows, Blyth
Power, Contingent, Wob (with full band), Strawberry Blondes, Rory
Ellis, John Otway, T.V. Smith, Eastfield, Steve Drewett, Al Baker,
Tracey Curtis, Robb Johnson and the Irregulars, Swill and the
Swaggerband, Luke Wright, Pog, Fish Brothers, Jason Pegg, PPZ-30,
Crispin Thomas, Livingston Freeman.
Slideshow link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31kelPiFu58 (with 2007).

This year’s shuttle bus was a beautifully restored 1953 London Country RF.
The blind was custom made to show Glastonwick.
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The thirsty crowd doesn’t waste any time visiting the bar.

A nice shot of Martin and Miriam behind the bar.
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The cider and perry bar. It was still inside at this point but in later years
would be moved out to the food barn to prevent floor staining.

Babar Luck opens Saturday with his unique style of punk.
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Matt (Evening Star) with the beast.

Wob attracts a good audience, and plays at Glastonwick quite often.
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Another winning beer Stevo?

‘Chele from Sheffield with one of the Attila masks that were passed around.
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Our friend Bridie enjoying the festival. The casks behind her were depleting
quickly, hence the lack of labels on some. Note the disposal sacks for spent
tokens are old sheep food bags as we had run out of black sacks!

Glyn (right) drove down from Wales to supply unusual ciders and perries.
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Abigail and Steve from London, who come every year.

Big Andy points to the ceiling with his middle finger.
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Ingrid is one of our most dedicated followers. In latter years she and husband
Daniel moved to her native Germany, and they still drove all the way to
Sussex each year to attend Glastonwick. On the right in the background,
Nigel from Dark Star Brewery is selling beer tokens.

Mike (‘Gob Dylan’) must have been drinking shandy.
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Alan James and, at the far end, cellarman Steve.

2009
(5 - 7 June at Church Farm, Coombes)
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As you can see, Felice designed and drew the 2009 logo as a beer imbibing
cockerel perched on a guitar neck.
Some of you are into the buses I hire while some don’t care, but the 56 year
old London Country RF type I managed to hire for the second year running
put the finishing touches to the weekend with vintage style.
This year for much of the weekend the shuttle bus had to go to Lancing
instead of Shoreham due to major road works on the gyratory system.
Real ales (the full list): Boggart Hole Clough ‘Dark Rum Porter’, Bartram’s
‘Suffolk Hopped’, Mill Green ‘Round Maple Mild’, Bazen’s ‘Broken Britain’,
Dark Star ‘Hairy Hop Ginger Nuts’ (festival special), ‘Hophead’, ‘Summer
Solstice’, ‘Sunburst’, ‘Critical Mass’ (2008 vintage), ‘I.P.A.’, ‘Six Hop Ale’,
‘Imperial Stout’, ‘Critical Mass’ (2008 vintage), Williams Brothers ‘Harvest
Sun’, Cox and Holbrook ‘Red Lion’, Acorn ‘Quantum’, ‘Marynka I.P.A.’,
Fallons ‘Berith’s Porter’, ‘Jax Best’, Bridestone’s ‘Dark Mild’, ‘Brown Ale’,
Coastal ‘Seafarer’, ‘Morveren’, Mallinson’s ‘Statue of Zeus’, ‘Jubilee Tower’,
Ole Slewfoot ‘Fox On The Run’, ‘Devil Dream’, Cathedral ‘St. Hugh’s’,
North Cotswold ‘Sheep Town’, Woodlands ‘Old Faithful’, Red Rat ‘Couture
Lager’, ‘Little Woolly Pig’, Abbeydale ‘Finnish Stripper’, Little Valley ‘Cragg
Vale Bitter’, Full Moon ‘Hopdance’, ‘Celestial’, Stroud ‘Stick Stout’,
Battledown ‘Cheltenham ‘S.P.A.’, Spinning Dog ‘Hereford Original Bitter’,
White ‘Mother in Law’s Tongue’, Crouch Vale ‘Quench!’. Brampton ‘1302’,
Adur ‘Ropetackle Golden Ale’, ‘Merry Andrew’, Wirksworth ‘T’Owd Man’,
Marble ‘Manchester Bitter’, ‘Ginger Marble’, ‘Lagonda I.P.A.’, Ramsbury
‘Buzz Off!’, Fuzzy Duck ‘Golden Cascade’, 1648 ‘Triple Champion’, Old
Cottage ‘Oak Ale’, Iceni ‘Peachy Wheat’, Kirkby Lonsdale ‘Jubilee Stout’,
Wissey Valley ‘Chilli Porter’, ‘Golden Perle’, ‘Spicy Stout’, Opa Hay’s
‘Engel’s Best Bitter’, ‘Ether Party’, Burton Bridge ‘Bamboozler’, Lymestone
‘Stone Cutter’, Elland ‘The Rocker’, Shardlow ‘Fool’s Gold’, Hornbeam
‘High Summer Light Ale’, Pictish ‘Brewer’s Gold’, Nailsworth ‘Rocky’s
Revenge’, Stringer’s ‘West Coast Blond’, Northern ‘Blakemere Bobby
Dazzler’.
Entertainment (the full list): Leon Rosselson, Goldblade, Alun Parry,
Fitsroy, Drookit Dogs, Too Many Crooks, Gary Kaye, Charred Hearts,
Paul Carter, Garden Gang, Anal Beard, Hobo Jones and the Junkyard
Dogs, Dates, Dizzy Heights, The Go Set, Philip Jeays, Spoz, Richard
Durrant, Asbo Derek, The Lovely Brothers, Chris T-T, Amateur Ninja
Club.
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The set up team included Loz and Hana, here fitting the cooling equipment.

Again setting up, Loz with the far end casks before the labels were attached.
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Hana tapping the casks.

The beast we’re about to savour for the beer we’re about to savour! 2009
was the second consecutive year we’d hired this 1953 London RF type,
complete with a dedicated Glastonwick blind. (Felice’s photo).
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Alice (Doctor Bongo) amid a lot of cider and perry.

The panoramic view from the staircase that leads up to the store room.
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The glasses and programmes at the entrance door.

Robina and Attila watch the excellent Gary Kaye.
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Talking of Gary Kaye, here he is performing one of his political masterpieces.

Simes pours a beer, while Roy waits his turn to serve.
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Cellarman Steve helping out to pour.

Attila seems to have found something he likes.
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A wander round the camp site often reveals something unusual. The car in
the foreground is a 1958 Wolseley.

Dave and Peter from Essex (though Peter is originally from Coventry) attend
every year.
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Brodie and Grant.

‘Chele, with cellarman Steve at the far end.
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Mel, Loz, Simes.

A fixture at Glastonwick is ‘Smelly’, seen here wearing a flowery dress.
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Kirsty and Ian.

Philip Jeays does his witty set, while Kerry Stapleton seems dwarfed by the
sizeable instrument she is about to play. (Photo by Felice.)
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Veteran singer-songwriter Leon Rosselson has been writing and performing
radical folk songs since the early 1960s – including being featured on the
BBC’s That Was The Week That Was of that era. (Photo by Felice.)

2010
(4 - 6 June at Church Farm,
Coombes)
68 beers this year. My quote:
“This is the antidote to Simon
Cowell’s urine found at corporate
festivals”. 2010 was the first
year I devised a template for
printing the beer names on the
cask end labels.
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Real ales (the full list): Anchor Springs ‘I.P.A.’ (gyle 1), ‘Bitter’, Tempest
‘Elemental Porter’, ‘Emanation Pale Ale’, Dark Star ‘Ginger Hop Apocalypse’
(festival special), ‘Saison’, ‘American Pale Ale’, ‘Imperial Stout’ (2008
vintage), ‘Hophead’, ‘Critical Mass’ (2009 vintage), ‘Summer Solstice’,
‘Winter Solstice’ (2009 vintage), Foxfield ‘Off the Rails’, Monty’s
‘Midnight’, Raw ‘Blonde’, ‘Dark Peak Stout’, ‘Grey Ghost I.P.A.’, Angus
‘Mashie Niblic’, ‘Gowfer’s Gold’, Knops ‘California Common’, Boggart Hole
Clough ‘Crystal Red’, Hogswood ‘Goshen Ale’, Royal Tunbridge Wells
‘Dipper’ (test brew ‘Red’), ‘Royal’ (test brew ‘Blue’), Cotswold Spring ‘It’s
Coming Home’, Ilkley ‘Capello’s Glory’, Northumberland ‘Wucking Mords
Fuddled’, Dawkins ‘Bittersweet Symphony’, Acorn ‘Summer Pale’,
‘England’s Dreaming’, Rhymney ‘Amber Ale’, Golden Valley ‘Brewer’s
Choice’, ‘Kenyon’s Original Oatmeal Stout’, Liverpool One ‘Session’,
‘Liverpool Dark’, Halfpenny ‘Anniversary Ale’, Oban ‘Quaff McCaig’ ‘Rocky
Pass’, Tryst ‘Brewer’s Swansong’ (charity beer from our friend Iain Turnbull),
‘Sherpa’, ‘Buckled Wheel’, ‘Blackjack I.P.A.’, Breconshire ‘On The Ball’,
Deeside ‘Alban Arthan’, Otley ‘Dark 8’, Allgates ‘Maori Dark Mild’, ‘Kiwi’s
Best Bitter’, Brewdog ‘Paradox – Isle of Arran’, Hornbeam ‘Clewless’,
Fallon’s ‘Shadow Master’, Red Rose ‘Heaven and Hell’, Toad ‘Tadpole’,
‘Golden Angel’, ‘Mature Toad’, Vale ‘Two-Bob Bitter’, Town Mill ‘Cobb’, Art
Brew ‘Hip Hop Cascade’, Marble ‘Ginger Marble’, Lytham ‘Stout’, Hetty
Peglar ‘Satisfaction’, 1648 ‘Brewmaster’, ‘Declaration’, Prospect ‘Big John’,
Stroud ‘Grand In Your Hand’, Madcap ‘Annandale Gold’, Severn Vale
‘Severn Seas of Rye’, Old Spot ‘Spot Light’, Titanic ‘They Think It’s Ale
Over’.

Entertainment (the full list): Zounds, Pressgang, John Otway, The Meow
Meows, Rebel Control, Rory Ellis, Verbal Warning, Pog, Wob,
Eastfield, Tracey Curtis, Peter and the Test Tube Babies, Robb
Johnson and the Irregulars, Steve White and the Protest Family, Red
Smed and the Hot Trot Smash the System Boogie Band, Luke Wright,
Steve Gribbin, Gecko, Michael Horovitz, Milk Kan, Inner Terrestrials.
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Gerry bringing casks for putting on the stillage later on. My ‘office’ is just to
the left of the open shutter, where most of the programme was compiled.

Felice on the step of the first inbound bus (coaches this year), for those of
you interested this is a Leyland Tiger new in January 1983 to Osborne,
Tollesbury, Essex. Yes, I am a bus geek! Taken outside Portslade station.
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Simes could always be found serving in the close proximity of his favourite
beer – Dark Star ‘Hophead’.

‘Dougal’!
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Rebel Control got people dancing.

A good show of hands for Andy Baron and Rebel Control.
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Cellarmen Steve and ‘Rudolph’ help at the bar, serving Chris Parkinson (the
famous Brighton walrus prankster).

A crowd shot from the vantage point of the stillage.
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Scooper Peter Franklin wears an Independent Imbiber t-shirt, which was the
scooping fanzine I founded in 1993. Aston and Jessi Eastfield look on.

Farmer Trevor Passmore with Mike ‘Gob Dylan’ Powell.
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‘Bomber’ is nearest the camera.

Marble ‘Ginger Marble’ ran out on Friday after being on for only 260 minutes!
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Saturday morning, and we had a different coach. It is seen here in Southwick.

Pog played Saturday lunchtime with Wob on drums.
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Me with an absolute punk rock legend – Steve Lake, head man with Zounds!
(Photo by Felice.)

Steve again, with a smiling bride to be.
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Alice (Doctor Bongo). Annie from Blyth Power and Trina from Eastfield are on
the bench.

Colin from Hastings.
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‘Bomber’ pours a pint for Bob Sellwood.

Rory Ellis from Melbourne, Australia.
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Seamus, Kay, Doug on the glasses and tokens tables.

Guardian of the farm’s entrance.
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Big Andy, guardian of the front door.

Kay with a refreshing looking pint.
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Loz getting a refill.

Brewing legend Rob Jones and Simes.
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Trevor with a couple of helpers at his regular bar.

Well, somebody must be thirsty. Or are you all hungover?
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2009’s Critical Mass went down well!

Attila introduces Rebel Control.
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Glyn, who brought ciders and perries from Wales, with the shuttle coach.

Trevor’s bar staff...
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...And again – getting a raspberry blown at me!

The excellent Pressgang, with their lively folk tunes.
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Trevor at his bar with a helper.

Zounds, reformed. Totally hellfire with their unique style of punk rock.
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Beer art!

New Model Army would go down so well here.
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Tracey Curtis and family enjoying being on the punters’ side.

Eastfield, trying to deafen Port Talbot Transport Police from 159 miles away!
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Hmmm, that’s a very big spile peg on your head!

Tracey Curtis on stage with friends for ‘The Moon, The Sun, and The Earth’.
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Look out! It’s Peter and the Test Tube Babies!
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2011
(3 – 5 June at Church Farm, Coombes)

This year’s logo was of Attila driving the bus (with musical notes in the
windows), and me fuelling it out of a cask! One of Felice’s classics. There
were about 70 real ales on offer.
To retaliate against Prince William’s pathetic ban on beer at his recent
wedding reception, we displayed the following around the venue. Touche!

NO ROYAL WEDDING
BEERS ARE OFFERED AT
GLASTONWICK.
We support the many brewers who
took the trouble to make special
ales (and were then all insulted by
the royals with their snobby beer
ban at the reception), but have to
say that it is “unsuitable” to have
any such beers here.
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Real ales (the full list): Sherfield Village ‘Hindsight’ (gyle 1), ‘Foursight’
(gyle 2), Steel City ‘All At Sea’, ‘Citra I.P.A.’, Dark Star ’10 of Hearts’,
’Green Hophead I.P.A.’, ‘Albion Championship Ginger Saison’, ‘Ginger Hop Off
Murray You Judas’ (all four being festival specials, the last one dissing
talented Seagulls striker Glenn Murray for transferring to hated arch-rival
team Crystal Palace. He would eventually return to Brighton, and be
honoured with another – that time positive - special beer for that!), ‘M and M
Special Porter’, ‘Hophead’, ‘American Pale Ale’, ‘Saison’, ‘Smoked Porter’
(2010 vintage), ‘Victorian Ruby Mild’ (2010 vintage), ‘Critical Mass’ (2009
vintage), ‘Imperial Stout’ (2010 vintage), Green Jack ‘Canary Premier’ (the
second time a beer of this name has been brewed to celebrate Norwich F.C.’s
promotion to the top flight – 2004’s version was a different recipe), Leadmill
‘Heanor Pale Ale’, Beachy Head ‘Tiger’s Head’, Loch Leven ‘Cock Robin’,
‘Falcon Hell’, Arbor ‘Rainbow in the Dark’, Fuzzy Duck ‘Mucky Duck Stout’,
Hogswood ‘Black Boar Cornish Stout’, Welton’s ‘Chocolate Mild’, Tring
‘Resolution’, Teme Valley ‘Bodgers’ Anniversary’, Irwell Works ‘Tin Plate
Mild’, Tryst ‘Transatlantic Hop Trials No.3: Citra’, ‘500’, Attwood ‘Driver’s
Mild’, ‘Driver’s Bitter’, ‘Mild’, ‘Bitter’ (all being test brews done at Tryst to
prepare for Attwood’s own commercial launch), Brodie’s ‘Californian’,
‘Hackney Red I.P.A.’, Stewart’s ‘Light Edinburgh Draught’, May Hill ‘Legend’,
Beowulf ‘Staffordshire Pale Ale’, ‘Walsall Gold’, Fyne ‘Sublime Stout’,
Worsthorne ‘Some Like It Blonde’, Dunham Massey ‘East India Pale Ale’,
Hogswood ‘Black Boar Cornish Stout’, Owenshaw Mill ‘Sowerby Gold’,
Scottish Borders ‘Foxy Blonde’, ‘Game Bird’, Two Roses ‘Barnsley Pride’,
Great Western ‘Hambrook Pale Ale’, Burnside ‘Black Katz’, Plockton
‘Plockton Bay’, Rooster’s ‘El Dorado’, West Berkshire ‘Bean Dibbler’,
Black Cat ‘Original’, Empire ‘Sirius’, ‘Prospero’, Barney’s ‘Good Ordinary
Pale Ale’, ‘Lager Beer’, Boggart Hole Clough ‘Blue Moon Rising’, Tatton
‘Blonde’, ‘White Queen’, Liverpool Organic ‘Joseph Williamson Tunnale’
(aka ‘Johnny Handsome’), Prospect ‘Summat Else’, Derwent ‘Golden Oats
Bitter’, Greenfield ‘Gardener’s Gold’, Yorkshire Dales ‘Sunny Bank’,
‘Appletreewick’, ‘Grass Wood’, Knops ‘India Pale Ale’, Merlin ‘Merlin’s Gold’,
Little Valley ‘Organic Fairtrade Ginger Pale Ale’, Marble ‘W90’, ‘Ginger
Marble’, ‘Utility 3’, Ridgeside ‘Mild and Dangerous’, Wentworth ‘American
Pale Ale’, Sadler’s ‘Jack’s Pale Ale’.
Entertainment (the full list): Gary Kaye, Darren Poyzer, Newtown
Neurotics, The Men They Couldn’t Hang, Sex Pirates, Paul Simmonds
and Naomi Bedford, Contingent, Dirty Revolution, Jim Bob, Les
Carter and Abdoujaparov (what could possibly happen here with Jim and
Les on the same bill?), Walnut and the W*nkers (Peter and the Test Tube
Babies spin off), John Otway, Captain of the Rant, Robin Ince, The
Lovely Brothers, The Astronauts, Abrupt, Terry Garoghan, Ken
Parsons.
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My office, 31 May 2011. Photographer unknown.

To get the best possible range, we resorted to sending empties by post!
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The stillage framework is completed, now to add the planks - then the casks.
Helpers Steve Leyfield and Loz Aslett contemplate some heavy lifting.

Loz, Gerry, and Kim grapple with an ‘18’ of Dark Star ‘Hophead’.
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Gyle 1 - the first ever beer out of Sherfield Valley Brewery.

Ingrid taps the casks after they had been vented.
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Darren Poyzer kicks off the weekend.

Attila proudly presents a bottle of Prickly Moses ‘Otway Ale’ from Australia.
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Wilson and Sue.

Ingrid fills a carrykeg of Burnside ‘Black Katz’.
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The Sex Pirates. Aarrggh!

Paul Simmonds and Naomi Bedford with their excellent Americana.
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The legendary ‘Smelly’, dressed as a nun, about to slobber on Simes.

Sara, Brodie, Liz, Sister ‘Smelly’ (on his best behaviour I see), and Sue.
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Sister ‘Smelly’, Wilson, Louise, Felice, Mike(?), Mandy.

Captain of the Rant.
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Pog party!

Roll up roll up! Get yer merch here!
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Geoff (ex Evening Star) and Erefili.

“Three pints of Duff beer please”...
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The Duke of Wellington (Shoreham) on tour.

A major component of Glastonwick is the annual beer scoopers’ table.
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Marge, Krusty, Homer, oh, wait...

Jessi Eastfield is not to be sniffed at!
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Homer scores a Duff.

Wilson with Alex Monroe.
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Martin and Miriam serve Draught Bass. Of the musical instrument type...

The secret staff and organisers’ vantage point behind the stillage. Alice
‘Doctor Bongo’ Sharp, John ‘The Vicar’ Palfrey, and cellarman Steve Leyfield.
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Jim Bob and Les ‘Fruitbat’ Carter, with Darren Poyzer in the middle.

Attila with his cousin Louise.
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Felice, Ruth, Wob with sprog.

Our security team always have done a great job. Big thanks!
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2012
(1 – 3 June at Church Farm, Coombes)
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‘Never Mind the Olympics or the Jubilee’. Our 6th year at the idyllic farm at
Coombes coincided with a couple of things a little more newsworthy on the
world’s mainstream agenda. The logo was of me and Attila doing gymnastics
over some kind of high athletics bar (I know nothing of that!) holding pints.
There’s a chicken at the foot with a thought bubble “we are amused”!
The only gymnastics I did were of the beer ordering kind, namely snagging
five different beers from Brooklyn Brewery in New York City! That was a lot of
work but I got them via Brooklyn’s U.K. importer James Clay, who I thank very
much. The casks had to be piggy backed onto an existing order of Brooklyn’s
export bottled brews if there was space in the shipping container. There was,
and I got lucky. I had to provide my own casks as the brewmaster didn’t want
his firkins (9s) going across the world with no guaranteed return date. Fair
enough. After all the duty and whatever else was slapped on, the beers had
to be sold at up to twice the price of local ones – but they all sold out and I
had a lot of favourable feedback.
Real ales (the full list): Brooklyn ‘Dry Irish Stout’, ‘Brown Ale’, ‘East India
Pale Ale’, ‘Mary’s Maple Porter’, ‘Blast!’, Hearsall Inn ‘Scotty’s First Attempt’
(gyle 1), Borough Arms ‘No Hop Pichia Ginger Beer’ (festival special to a
medieval style, no hops and pichia yeast), ‘CS Bitter’, Scottish Borders
‘Heavy Nettle’, Strathbraan ‘Due South’, ‘Head East’, Bath ‘Summer’s
Hare’, Backyard ‘Premium’, Williams Brothers ‘Nollaig’, ‘Fraoch Vintage
Cask Collaboration No.22’, ‘Caesar Augustus’, ‘May Bee’, Adur ‘Glastonwick
Golden’, ‘Glastonwick Chococity’, ‘Glastonwick Black Bill’, ‘Glastonwick Merry
Maple’ (all four were festival specials), Blackhill ‘Top Busty’, Offbeat ‘Wild
Blackberry Mild’, Black Iris ‘White Fang’, Arbor ‘Weiss Beer’, ‘Goo Goo
G’Joob’, Barney’s ‘Red Rye’, Fat Cat ‘Meow Mild’, Monty’s ‘M.P.A’, Elland
‘Tangy Zizzle’, ‘Total Decadence (10th Anniversary Ale)’, River Leven
‘Blonde’, ‘Dark’, ‘Traditional I.P.A.’, Grain ‘3.1.6’ (aka ‘Extra Pale’), Kinneil
Brew Hoose ‘Pennvael Amber’, ‘Caer Edin Dark Ale’, Alechemy
‘Cairnpapple I.P.A.’, ‘Five Sisters’, ‘Cockleroy’, Blackjack ‘First Deal’, ‘Aces
High I.P.A.’, Dark Star ‘Ginger Hop Vicente’ (festival special), ‘Rye and
Juniper Hop Bock’, ‘Hophead’, ‘Summer Solstice’, ‘Summer Meltdown’,
‘American Pale Ale’, ‘Sunburst’, Yorkshire Dales ‘Cubeck Citra’, Ilkley
‘Mary Hoppins’, Milltown ‘Dark Moor Mild’, ‘Maltissimo’, Strathaven
‘Summer Glow’, ‘500 Amber Ale’, Front Row ‘Crouch’, Boggart Hole
Clough ‘Joffin’, Triple FFF ‘Ramble Tamble’, Tryst ‘Hop Trials First Gold’,
‘Cascade Pale Ale’, Wincle ‘Nimrod’,
Mallinson’s ‘Galaxy’, ‘Chinook’,
Northern – Blakemere ‘Nectar’, Geeves ‘Clear Cut’, Worsthorne
‘Packhorse’, Brew Star ‘Blonde Star’, Turners “Golden Ale’, ‘Summer Ale’,
Long Man ‘Long Blonde’, ‘Best Bitter’, ‘Sussex Pride’, Hastings ‘2012’,
Sunny Republic ‘Beach Blonde’, ‘Huna Red’, Moor ‘Revival’, ‘Nor’Hop’,
‘Illusion’, Empire ‘Fallout’, Quantock ‘Ginger Cockney’, Marble ‘Ginger
Marble’, Reedley Hallows ‘Filly Close Blonde’, ‘Monkholme Premium’,
Scarborough ‘Cascades’, Tring ‘Woodland Bell.’
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Entertainment (the full list): Laura Ward and the Risen Road, The Meow
Meows, Blyth Power, Verbal Warning, Eastfield, Wob (full band), T.V.
Smith, Rory Ellis, Barnstormer, Tracey Curtis, The Piranhas,
Zimbaremabwe, The Sex Pirates, Garden Gang, The Go Set, The
Bandana Collective, Captain Hotknives, Charred Hearts, The Fish
Brothers, Jonny Fluffypunk, John Otway, Patrik Fitzgerald, Robb
Johnson and the Irregulars, Amy Rhymebow, The Amber Herd,
Fliprod, Fractured, Ready Meal and Scratchcard.

The Meow Meows with their brilliant ska set, Friday 1st June.
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Karen, Matt, Mark, and Clare. Superb tankards Mark and Clare!

Felice with Ian, who I used to work with before my days at The Evening Star.
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Mandy and Felice enjoying the festival in a rather leafy spot.

Adhering to our formal dress code!
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Attila joined Rory Ellis on stage. Rory hails from Melbourne, Australia.

Watching Rory Ellis, pints in hand.
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Miriam and Martin. Miriam has a typical Barnsley hat, right?

Elena and Felice take a break in the garden.
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Dedicated cellarman Steve is about to strangle (and maybe poke the eyes
out of) the person that asked for a pint of Carling Black Label.

Pink poetry and royal Greene King!
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The queen wields the axe under the cask of Brooklyn ‘Dry Irish Stout’

More beer needed Mr. Warning!
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Sunday. A good crowd at the foot of the stage mid-afternoon.

No hands imbibing!
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Our 2012 cellar team – Rudolph, Kim, and Steve – sporting appropriate signs!

Attila and John Otway.
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Oh heck! I’m on stage with Attila. I’m not singing! (Photo by Felice).

Charred Hearts. No resemblance to the great catering we had!
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Haha! Felice has some royal brats! They are the wurst.

John Verbal at full Warning! Told!
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The queen sports a beard and a spoof Carlsberg t-shirt. “Classwar. Probably
the best war in the world”. One is amused.

The queen has a new beard on our mop and bucket divider notice. The small
print on the bottom of the beer sign reads “Left of partition – anyone
standing there watching the bands will be punished with free tickets to a Phil
Collins gig”. Everyone ran away from the bar promptly after receiving a beer.
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Jonny Fluffypunk, ‘poet and sustainable nihilist’, from the West Country.

I took a photo of this. Whoops!
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Captain Hotknives from Keighley. His songs are truly crazy. Genius stuff.
Attila looks enthralled, I’m sure Robin on the sound desk was too.
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2013
(31 May - 2 June at Church Farm, Coombes)

This year’s logo was a take on The Clash’s ‘London Calling’ artwork. One of
our favourite and most innovative brewers, Marc Bartram, eccentrically
named one of his latest brews with a probable record breaking name
consisting of 15 words. I had to extend the cask end label across the gap to
the next cask to accommodate all that.
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Real ales (the full list): Adur ‘Attila’s Golden Chili Ginger’, ‘Papaya
Apricocity’, ‘N.Y. Maple Bill’, ‘Glastonwick Hop ‘n’ Spruce’, ‘Glastonwick Tarty
Hibiscus’, ‘Glastonwick Spicy Aphro (disiac)’, ‘Merry Oak ‘n’ Port’ (all festival
specials), Blackedge ‘Black Port’, ‘I.P.A’, Blackjack ‘Canasta Mild’, ‘Citra’,
Dark Star ‘Kiwi’ (2012 vintage), ‘M and M Special Porter’ (2010 vintage),
‘Summer Meltdown’, ‘Hophead’, ‘Partridge Best Bitter’, ‘American Pale Ale’,
‘Sunburst’, ‘Revelation’, Hand Drawn Monkey / Bexar County ‘123.45
IBU’, Hand Drawn Monkey ‘Belgian Belgian Brown Ale’, Marble ‘Spring’,
‘Chocolate Marble’, Kite ‘Sidestep’, Beachy Head ‘Lighthouse Ale’, Harthill
Village ‘Dark Hart Festival Reserve’, ‘Swheat Hart’, Hay Rake ‘Dawn’s
Hoppin’ Mad I.P.A.’, Moor ‘Dark Alliance’, Oakham ‘Sock Monkey’, Potbelly
‘Trotski’, Steel City ‘Angel of Death’, Dominion / Billericay ‘A Mild With No
Name’, Dominion (Billericay) ‘Mayflower Gold’, Dominion ‘Yukon Gold
(Version 3)’, Allgates ‘First Gold’, ‘Waimea’, ‘Gin Pit’, Boggart Hole Clough
‘Mud Brawler’, Geltsdale ‘May Day’, Navigation ‘Circinus’, Moor ‘Revival’,
‘Nor’Hop’, ‘R.A.W.’, ‘Dark Alliance’, Brighton Bier Company ‘Red Rye’,
Turner’s ’Attila’s Ginger Ranting Poet Ale’ (festival special), Franklins
‘English Garden’, BlackBar ‘Long Hair B.P.A.’, 4Ts ‘The Germans Are Back’,
Bartram’s ‘Potter’s Nod’, ‘The Cat’s Whiskers’, ‘Ruby Ruby Ruby Wah Wah
Wah Wah Wah Wah Don’t Take Your Love To Town’, ‘Fire Works Ale’, Acorn
‘Tunstall Cross’, ‘U.K. Cascade’,
Big Hand ‘Atramentus’, ‘First Hand’,
Brupond ‘Sweet Bee Honey’d Wheat’ (actually with no honey, sweetness
from Melanoidin malt only. Vegan.), Downlands ‘Whapple Way’, Privateer
‘Red Duke’, Colchester ‘Cat’s Whiskers Cream Stout’, Heavy Industry ‘Diawl
Bach’, ‘Electric Mountain’, ‘High Voltage’, ‘Collaborator’, Scarborough
‘Phrenology’, Mallinson’s ‘Mosaic’, Fuzzy Duck ‘Treasure Chest’, Six
O’Clock ‘Overtime’, ‘Union’, White Dog ‘Growler’, Hardknott ‘Lux
Borealis’, Old School ‘Hopscotch’, ‘Detention’, ‘Headmaster’, Rother Valley
‘20th Anniversary Ale’, Two Roses ‘Marynka’, King ‘Kings Wheat Mash –
Cranberry
Special’,
Salamander
‘Mildly
Suggestive’,
‘Lion
Oil’,
Shamblemoose ‘#7 Wyoming Pale Ale’, Tring ‘Bring Me Sunshine’,
Reedley Hallows ‘New Laund Dark’, Northern – Blakemere ‘Plum Porter’,
Out There ‘Space Is The Place’.

Entertainment (the full list): Pog, Pete the Temp, Punks Not Dad, The
Lovely Brothers, Gob Dylan, Grace Petrie, Rough Chowder, Louise
Distras, Peter and the Test Tube Babies, David Rovics, Brenda ReadBrown, Laura Taylor, Merry Hell, Rebel Control, Thee Faction, Efa
Supertramp, Steve White and the Protest Family. Robin Ince, John
Otway, Asbo Derek.
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Alice (aka Doctor Bongo) taps the cask of Old School ‘Detention’. I wish
detention at school would have been lock-ins in a decent pub!

Aston sports the now very rare first Glastonwick t-shirt from 1996.
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Open top bus. Low hanging trees over the road. We were lopping like crazy!

Grace Petrie was a highlight of Glastonwick 2013 with her fiery song lyrics.
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In my opinion, the star of 2013 was Louise Distras. What a pair of lungs!

After Louise’s set. I give the thumbs up for her music too. (Felice’s photo.)
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Bar volunteers have to wear formal dress. Not!

Seagulls fans – but there may be a Pompey supporter in the ranks!
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Holly of Wenlock Arms fame and beer writer Warren Monteiro from New York.

Adam, and errr, I presume Trude in camouflage.
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Alice was the lioness who was guarding the stillage.

The end of Saturday terminated at the Seven Dials with a 1966 Atlantean.
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That silo is full of Watney’s Red Barrel, free to gatecrashers.

Here’s the excellent Welsh songstress Efa Supertramp.
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Attila does a crash course on the Welsh language during Efa’s set.

Wales on tour!
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Brewer Marc Bartram pouring his own, the one with the very long name!

Ingrid looks happy, Daniel looks like he has swallowed some Worthington ‘E’.
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Marc Bartram and Attila. Both geniuses in their respective professions.

Big Andy and ‘Fraggle’ (Caroline).
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Mandy and ‘Jersey Chris’.

After the festival we have always had a ‘wash up’ meeting. Here in The Duke
of Wellington on 10th June are (standing) Rob, Alice, Trevor (of Church Farm),
and me. Sitting: Jenny (of Church Farm), Attila, Felice, and Karen.
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2014
(30 May - 1 June at Church Farm, Coombes)

The logo was Felice’s jovial take on the famous work of art ‘The Scream’
painted by Edvard Munch in 1893. This year there was the Tour de France
event in the North-East, hence a couple of specials had cycle themed names.
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Real ales (the full list): Adur ‘Very Merry Oak’, ‘Hippy Hoppy Pussy Riot’, ‘It’s
a Cinn’, ‘The Hills Are Alive’, ‘Cardamocity’, ‘Choccy Woccy Willy’, ‘Berry
Maple’ (the last seven being festival specials), ‘Chillinger Gold’, Bartram’s
‘Stockbroker’s Belter’, ‘The Flirtatious Ungulate’ (these two being festival
specials), ‘John Peel Centre Bitter’, ‘IP(30)A’, Fyne ‘Blooming Brew’,
‘FyneBank1’, ‘Juniper Rye’, Hopcraft – Pixie Spring ‘Oceanic’, ‘Citraic’,
Hopcraft – Pixie Spring / Waen ‘Whatever’, Offbeat / Hopcraft
‘Something Peculiar South Pacific Pale Ale’, Revolutions / Tyne Bank
‘Communique’, Big Clock ‘100’, ‘Pals’ (two month old brewery), Elixir ‘Sevy
Saison’, Thirstin Brewhouse ‘Fruity Mick’, Burning Sky ‘Aurora’, ‘Plateau’,
Dark Star ‘Critical Mass’ (2013 vintage), ‘Hophead’, ‘American Pale Ale’,
‘Sunburst’, Clarence and Frederick’s ‘Redcurrant Strong Mild’ (festival
special), ‘Spring Ale’, Pilot ‘Blønd’, ‘Mochaccino Stout’, Fuggle Bunny ‘New
Beginnings’ (gyle 2 from a very new brewery), ‘Orchard Gold’, ‘24 Carrot’,
‘Cotton Tail’, Naked ‘Attila Naked on the Stair No.1’, ditto ‘…No.2’, ditto
‘…No.3’, ‘Half Naked Half Beast Honey Porter’ (all four being festival
specials), ‘Freudian Slip’, Goosnargh ‘Pale’, ‘Red’, New Bristol ‘Japan’,
‘India’, Williams Brothers ‘Fraoch Heather Ale’, ‘Birds and Bees’, ‘May Bee’,
Stewart ‘Jack Back’, Inveralmond ‘Marzenfest’, Deeply Vale ‘DV8’,
Bridestones ‘Mosaic’, Rose Beer / Pitfield ‘Black Rose’, Dominion
‘Entente Velo’, ‘Woodbine Racer Pale’, Acorn ‘Butter Bump’, ‘Sur Votre Velo
(On Your Bike)’, ‘Topaz I.P.A.’, Elland ‘Ellium’, ‘Rudimentary’, Flipside
‘Financial Groat’, Toolmakers ‘Toffee Hammer’, Brown ‘The Hustler’, ‘Into
The Wild’, Downlands ‘Devil’s Dyke Porter’, Allgates ‘Big Pit I.P.A.,
Mallinson’s ‘Ella’, ‘Holly Blue’, Drygate ‘Bearface’, ‘Gladeye I.P.A.’, Totally
Brewed ‘Punch In The Face I.P.A.’, ‘Slap In The Face’, ‘4 Hopmen Of the
Apocalypse’, Grafton ‘Apricot Jungle’, Dawkins ‘Spring Dawn’, Melwood
‘Sunshine Daydream’, ‘Paleface’, Fool Hardy ‘Radical Brew No.1’,
Hornbeam ‘Pilgrim’, New Bristol ‘Japan’, ‘India’, Stancill ‘Tom’s Mild’,
‘Barnsley Bitter’, ‘Blonde’, Three Kings ‘Hedge Yer Bets’.

Entertainment (the full list): Eddie and the Hot Rods, Goldblade, Doctor
Bongo, Sons of Clogger, Contingent, Headsticks, Attila the
Stockbroker (reading from his latest book ‘U.K. Gin Dependence Party’),
Skewwhiff, Tracey Curtis, The Meow Meows, Strawberry Blondes,
Wob, Gaz Brookfield, T.V. Smith, John Otway, Louise Fazackerley,
Ken Parsons, Paul Howard and Jo Clack, Gecko, Deferred Sucess (sic),
I, Ludicrous.
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28 May 2014 meant more tree lopping as spring had been rather wet.

Alice triumphantly raises the broom after getting many leaves and twigs (a
beer scooping reference for bland bitters with little hoppiness) out of the bus.
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Alice, about to tap the Downlands ‘Devil’s Dyke Porter’.

Clare from Portsmouth on the glass (well, plastic ones) stand at the entrance.
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Ode to John Otway, who always reminds us to be “Beware of the Flowers”...

Louise Fazackerley, billed as “Wigan’s Poet Laureate”. Nowt wrong wi’Wigan.
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Riz looks horrified that a rumour of a keg of Foster’s has been spreading.

Paul ‘Veg Stout’ Thomas looks horrified that he is a Crystal Palace fan.
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Daniel blesses Aston’s beer. Colin from Hastings and Mel are to their left.

Radically Fool Hardy.
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Seagulls, Mets...

Felice (central), flanked by Theresa and Jezza from Wimbledon.
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Real ale is championed by men. Oh, wait…

Smelly does his best to make people walk home rather than get the free bus.
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Contingent! True punk rock with Attila on bass.

Graham, Adur’s brewer, is on the left. Faithful Glastonwick regular Jennifer,
who has attended every year, is next to him.
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Important writing – Goldblade’s set list.

M.M. McGhee (M.M. standing for ‘Mass Murderer), enforces the dress code.
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Psycho!

Goldblade whispers.
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2015
(29 – 31 May at Church Farm, Coombes)

The 2015 logo was of a quartered shield with a variation of the 2013 logo
flanking each side. There were some great political beer names this year
from Imperial and Steel City relating to the recent election. 17 of the beers
were festival specials, plus one keg beer specially casked unfiltered.
Real ales (the full list): Imperial ‘Another 5 Year Itch’ (festival special),
‘UPRIK’ (brewed with a certain Mr. Farage in mind), ‘Rust In Pieces’, ‘Golden
Rhubarb Mild’, ‘Hard Day’s Night’, Steel City ‘Cuntservative Con’, The Fire
Still Burns’ (these two being festival specials), ‘Just What Nobody Wanted’,
Steel City / Waen / Raw ‘Troika’, Adur ‘Old Jamaican Oak’, ‘Golden Rose’,
‘Hot Bitter Orange’, ‘Bill’s Caramel Mocha’, ‘Bitter Lemon I.P.A.’ (these five
being festival specials), ‘Apricot a-d’Or’, ‘Sloe William’, Naked ‘Glastonwick
Lemon Spruce’, ‘Glastonwick Port Oak’, ‘Glastonwick Cranberry Ginger’
(these three being festival specials), ‘Get Lucky’, ‘Tom Foolery’, Franklins
‘Pineapple Citra I.P.A.’, ‘Attila’s Special #1 – Sweet Ginger’, ‘Attila’s Special
#2 – Smoked Chilli’, ‘Attila’s Special #3 – Hot Chilli’ (these four being festival
specials), ‘#1’, Downlands ‘Devil’s Dyke Black Cherry’, ‘Pineapple First
Gold I.P.A.’ (both festival specials), ‘Darker Shade of Pale – Barrel Aged’,
‘Pyecombe All Ye Faithful’ (2013 vintage), Burning Sky ‘Arise’ (specially
casked, normally keg only), ‘Plateau’, ‘Aurora’, White Rose ‘The Lady Is Now
For Burning’ (a re-brew due to popular demand of Thatcher’s funeral
commemorative beer), Roustabout ‘Californian Love’ (a rare California
Common style – a lager recipe that has been warm fermented), Offbeat
‘Lest We Figet’ (VE-Day one off, not brewed with figs as many thought),
Cwrw Iȃl ‘The Volunteer’, ‘Bad Mullet’, Drygate ‘Pale Duke’, ‘Reflex’, ‘Seven
Peaks’, Greyhound ‘Amber Eyes’, ‘Rainbow Eyes’, Kinneil Brew Hoose
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‘Katie Wearie’s’ (aka ‘Corbieha’’), ‘Kincardine Sunset’, Crooked Brook
‘Euston Porter’, ‘Carnival’, Totally Brewed ‘One of a Kind’ (a rare Englishbrewed Gose), Inveralmond ‘Fair Maid’, ‘Rascal’, Bartram’s ‘Perfectly
Normal Beer’, ‘Ginger Geezer’, ‘Strawberry UnFayre’, ‘Black Forest Zombie
Porter’, ‘Harvest Ale’ (2014 vintage), Williams Brothers ‘Kelpie’ (seaweed
beer), ‘Golden Ratio’, ‘A Perfect Storm’, Lion Heart ‘I.P.A.’, ‘Amber – Aurora’,
‘Dark Ruby’, Taylor’s ‘Tinker Taylor’s’, ‘Maid’ (these were from a tiny
brewpub in Norfolk – not the ubiquitous Timothy Taylor’s!), Empire ‘Jonah’,
North Riding / Brass Castle ‘Red Mosaic’, Alehouse (Worthing) ‘Cheeky
Chaplin’, ‘Gargoyle’, Parker ‘Centurion Pale Ale’, ‘Barbarian Bitter’, ‘Viking
Blonde’, ‘Dark Spartan Stout’, Dark Star ‘Hophead’, ‘American Pale Ale’.
Track ‘Sonoma’, Dancing Duck ‘What the Duck? – Ginger Ninja’, Black Hill
‘Plessy Four’, Silver Street ‘EQ’, Otherton ‘Flying Dutchman’. Two By Two
‘Flying Rhino Rye Pale Ale’, ‘Spring Chicken Extra Pale’.
Entertainment (the full list): Attila the Stockbroker (20 years of
Glastonwick set), Blyth Power, Grace Petrie, Robin Ince, T.V. Smith,
The Men They Couldn’t Hang, Robb Johnson and the Irregulars, Peter
and the Test Tube Babies, The Piranhas, Asbo Derek, Garden Gang,
Captain Hotknives, John Otway and the Big Band, Verbal Warning,
Janine Booth, David Rovics, The Hurriers, Charred Hearts, The
Wellington Wailers, Eastfield, The Fish Brothers.

Unpack! Unpack! Unpack!
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Unload! Unload! Unload!

The registration number ‘LO05 WEE’ describes the nature of this delivery.
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Garden Gang from Germany in full pelt.

Mel serving Karen, Simes serving Matt. Experimenting with back lighting.
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Owain from Enfield (aka Bill).

The ‘beer only’ arrows are decidedly pointing to John Otway’s beverage.
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Verbal Warning.

Janine Booth.
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Sound genius Dave Squires, Alice ‘Doctor Bongo’ Sharp, and John Birdsall.

There were some bird brains this year. Feathery ones.
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Alice has found Winnie the Pooh, Duke of Wellington folks watch on.

A very rare photo of ‘The Sleeping Scooper’ when awake.
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Peter, that’s a pint – not a Test Tube...

Security volunteers need a beer or two at this point.
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The Adur Brewery beers are almost done.

Saturday night’s bus home.
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Sunday, and The Wellington Wailers open with some great sea shanties.

The shuttle bus carries some precious cargo. Two casks.
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David Rovics, Grace Petrie, Robb Johnson. Lots of talent just in one frame.

T.V. Smith.
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Me and Felice, and the Bartrams. (photographer unknown)

R.A. to The Welly.
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Shoreham Station, next stop The Duke of Wellington – ‘The Welly’.

Attila, ‘Chele, and yours truly in ‘The Welly’ for the after-party.
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2016
(3 – 5 June at Church Farm, Coombes)

This was the first year when sound genius Dave Squires debuted his setup
using sound muffling drapes to the sides of the stage. This made a clear
improvement in audibility.
The logo, very cleverly designed and drawn by Felice, was of a Dalek but
modified with a guitar instead of a ray gun and with a pint in its loo-plungerlike arm. The caption to this was ‘participate’ instead of, well, you know.
Several unofficial spoofs emerged, one of which is shown above right.
It was a bit of a last minute scramble with the beer order as a wholesaler
went bust at a bad time. I diverted much of it to another supplier, but had to
increase the northern order to make it worthwhile for the casks to be trucked
down without excessive expense.
Old Prentonian ‘Chili W.M.D’ was a hot favourite. “If it would be possible to
put a nuclear war into a cask, this is it.”
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Real ales (the full list): Adur ‘Ginger Gold’, ‘Hot Gold’, ‘Tropico Amarillo’,
‘Black Bill’s Coffee’, ‘Robbie’s Orange’, ‘Bitter Lemon Special’, ‘Oaken Andy’
(all festival specials), Bartram’s ‘Ginger Winger’ (festival special), ‘Red
Admiral Corbynista Ale’, ‘The Birthday Boy’, ‘Catherine Bartram’s Best I.P.A.’,
‘Captain Bill Bartram’s Extra’, ‘Castaway’ (these five being specially casked,
normally bottled), ‘Hospital Porter’, Blackjack ‘Black Maria’, ‘Farmhouse
Red’, Brass Castle ‘Loco’, ‘Brass Monkey’, ‘Comet’, Brew York ‘Maris the
Otter’, ‘Little Eagle’, ‘Kiwi Ale’, ‘Eagle I.P.A.’, Viking D.N.A.’, ‘Brew York, Brew
York’ (aptly all were ordered by email from home in New York!), Burning
Sky ‘Saison Le Printemps’ (specially casked), ‘Plateau’, ‘Aurora’, Imperial
‘Bourbon Stout’ (festival special), ‘All Sorts of Naughtiness’, ‘Elimentary My
Dear Watson’, ‘Trouble Causer’, ‘Mucky Beer’, James and Kirkman ‘Mine’s a
Ginger’ (festival special), ‘Miners Mild’, Revolutions ‘Should I Stay Or Should
I Go?’ (brewed to mark the historic E.U. decision), Downlands ‘BramBleu’
(festival special), ‘Thai Green Thirteen’, ‘The Hidden Colour’, ‘Root
Twentysix’, Franklins ‘Hawaii Three-5’, ‘Attila’s Spice Garden’, ‘Mama Mia
Knows Best’, ‘Old Oak Rum Punch’ (all four being festival specials), ‘Optimist’
(an experimental brew using bakers’ ingredients), Bristol Beer Factory
‘Bristol Export’, Old Prentonian ‘Port Oak Treacle Stout’, ‘Hickory Joe’, ‘Chili
W.M.D.’ (all festival specials), Steel City ‘Beleidigung zur Geschichte’
(translates as ‘Insult to History’. Weissbier - I.P.A. hybrid with kiwi fruit,
brewed as an insult the Reinheitsgebot), Wiper and True ‘Porter Pink
Peppercorn 3’, White Rose ‘Original Blonde’, ‘Yorkshire Blonde’, ‘Summer
Hoppiness’, Bad Co. ‘Slow Rider’, ‘Communication Breakdown’, Twt Lol
‘Blwbri’, Hopcraft – Pixie Spring / Twt Lol ‘Men of Steel’, Redwillow
‘Weightless – Simcoe’, Raw ‘Paradox’, ‘Honey Bee’, ‘All Along the Hop
Flower’,
Blue Bee ‘Ginger Beer’, ‘The Red Comet’, ‘Chinook I.P.A.’,
Partners ‘Working Class Hero’, ‘Cascade’, Great Heck ‘Chinook I.P.A.’,
Blackhill ‘Dragons Pike’, ‘Brigadista Ale’, ‘Three Quarter’, Flipside ‘Farthing
Mild’, ‘Sterling Pale, Hamelsworde ‘Chimera Blonde’, ‘What a Relief! Lager’,
‘Grotesque I.P.A.’, High Weald ‘Ealu’, ‘Off the Chart’, Riverside ‘Rambling
Monarch’.

Entertainment (the full list): Laura Ward and The Risen Road, The Tuts,
The Members, Too Many Crooks, Attila the Stockbroker (reading from
his book ‘Arguments Yard’), Alcohol Licks, The Speech Painter (best
known for the Seuss-inspired ‘The Prat In The Flat’), Philip Jeays, Doctor
Bongo, Wob, The Humdrum Express, Joe Solo, East Town Pirates,
Mark Thomas, John Otway, The Sex Pirates, The Antipoet, Steve
Foster Pilkington, Jeremy Hardy, The King Blues, The Wimmins’
Institute. Plus a hilarious ‘drown David Cameron in beer’ slot
from
Glastonwick stalwart Clive Gravett.
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Good times are now arriving…

“Did I find the Brewdog?”. “Or the Spinning Dog?”.
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The last cask going up.

Sterilising the taps is very important for perfect quality.
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Steve Leyfield doing the tapping. A lot of tapping…

Felice, Tree, and Aston at the bus yard to ride the empty positioning move.
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The Humdrum Express from the Black Country kicks off the weekend.

Rudolph and Trevor.
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A not-so-traditional saying hangs above these casks.

Not the cockpit of an Airbus, but the technology in the sound booth.
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On the left is Bartram’s ‘Red Admiral Corbynista Ale’, with a photo of J.C.

Gerry with a bunch of festival specials from Adur Brewery.
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Ursula with her trusty tankard, unbeknown to her Kev photobombs.

Well, nobody turned up to watch The King Blues, did they?
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The Tuts were also very popular, closing out the day with their feisty punk.

The sound engineers aren’t always glowing purple!
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It’s Saturday, poet Alice (Doctor Bongo) starts the day with her clever poetry.

It’s rare to find me behind the bar, but here I jumped behind to personally
serve V.I.P. guest Jim Barnes – who came from New Jersey, U.S.A. On the
extreme right behind Jim is a glimpse of farmer Jenny Flake. (Felice’s photo)
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Another one of us - being photobombed! (Felice’s photo)

Alcohol Licks are in the right place.
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His holiness Cardinal Error of Aston Cathedral with some holy water (real ale).

Lawrie and Clive wear retro frocks.
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The East Town Pirates…

…over…
218

…and above board!

Camberley old school punk band The Members headlined Saturday.
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Boz working the last Saturday bar shift.

The first act on Sunday was The Antipoet with ranting and double bass.
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Local heroes Laura Ward and the Risen Road. A superb and popular band.

Julian from The Isle of Wight with his tankard, Marc Bartram is on the left.
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Aston, I hope that beer in the strange looking cask from Gallifrey travels well!

The very witty Mark Thomas, putting the ‘direct’ into ‘action’.
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A surprised looking Bob, with who I used to work in the late 1980s on B.R.

Cellarman’s seminar with John Otway.
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Aston has balls, while Tree didn’t know she’d be posing with Buster Gonad.

The Sex Pirates close out Glastonwick 2016 with a big AAAAARRRRRRGH!
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2017
(2 – 4 June at Church Farm, Coombes)

Sadly, we had lost Trevor, of Church Farm, to cancer earlier in the year. The
logo was of Trevor’s favourite cartoon character, Tigger, as a tribute.
This was the year (well, one of them) that I was cursing and scowling, as a
whole pallet of rare casks I ordered never got sent by a wholesaler – they
cancelled it on the day it should have been dispatched. Why? “Oh, sorry,
we’re expecting a film crew today and have rearranged our delivery
schedule. Will it be ok to deliver Thursday?” “Grrr! No it f*****g well won’t
be!” The order was cancelled after telling them to stick their business where
the sun doesn’t shine. As a result, the range was a bit more timid compared
to other years – to make up the total quantity of beer I had to scramble to
obtain cask ales from local breweries who could deliver at the drop of a hat.
Still great beers however, and supporting local brewing talent - and no
complaints were received about the diminished surprise element and
discovering unheard of breweries.
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Real ales (the full list): Adur ‘Trev’s Bit o’Bitter Banana’, ‘Trev’s Honey Ever
After’, ‘Trev’s Special Berry Spice’, ‘Trevor’s Nectar’, ‘Seagulls Phoenix Fire’,
‘Murray’s Bitter-Lemon-Ginger Ale’, ‘Dark Peppered Knight’, ‘It’s a Knockaert
Ginger Red’ (all festival specials, the first four for a celebration of Trevor’s
life, while the latter four were to celebrate Brighton and Hove Albion being
promoted to the Premier League). Bartram’s ‘Red Admiral Corbynista Ale’,
‘Comrade2 Hop’ (these two were specially casked), ‘Nefarious Vermin’ (this
one was aimed at Trump), ‘Responsibly’, ‘Lee, Stock, and Two Golden
Barrels’, ‘Strong ‘n’ Wobbly’ (in reaction to a well known Conservative slogan
of the time), ‘Ipoxymoronic’, Beercraft ‘Citra Light’, Old Tree ‘Passie’s
Pale’, ‘Summit Like It Hot’ (these two being festival specials – the latter a hot
chilli beer with ginger, our stalwart cellarman Aston famously quoted “the
heat comes from behind like Theresa May with a dagger”.), ‘Blossom Wheat
I.P.A., Downlands, ‘Passie’s Session Spice’, ‘Passie’s Brandy Oak’, ‘Passie’s
Orange’ (all festival specials to toast Trevor with), Franklin’s ‘Chocolate
Orange Stout’ (festival special), ‘English Garden’, ‘Hastings Mosaic’,
‘Conquistador Stout’, Hand ‘Dap’, ‘Dap Lychee Edition’, ‘Cold Brew Porter
Featuring Twin Pines’ (brewed with cold brewed coffee from Twin Pines
Roasters of Brighton), Heathen ‘Wuzi Quatro’ (festival special), ’Pale Ale’,
Imperial ‘All Sorts Of Naughtiness’, ‘Brass Monkeys’, Imperial / Steel City
‘Ready… Aim… Fire!’ (“brewed when Mrs. May(hem) was signing the Article
50 suicide note”), ’Bunch of Cnuts’, Steel City / Imperial ‘Blut Aus Nord’,
Raw / Steel City ‘Raw Steel I.P.A. 3 – Transatlantic’, Raw / Hopjacker
‘MaIPA’ (an unusual maibock – I.P.A. hybrid), Old Prentonian ‘’Ello Treacle’
(the last ever cask to leave their just closed Sompting brewhouse), 1648
‘Britannia’, ‘Triple Champion’, Chin Chin ‘Vanishing Point’, ‘Screaming
Eagle’, Marlpool ‘Melancholy Moose’, Welbeck Abbey ‘Greendale Oak’,
Langham ‘Halfway To Heaven’, ‘Jester’, ‘Saison’, ‘Triple XXX’, ‘L.S.D.
(Langham Special Draught)’, Neepsend ‘Blonde’, ‘Osiris’, Blackhill
‘Moreland’, Long Man ’Old Man’, ‘American Pale Ale’, Tarn 51 ‘’Appy as a
Pig in Stout Chocolate and Vanilla Edition’, ‘On The Tiles’. Bedlam ‘Phoenix’,
‘Golden Ale’, Dark Star ‘Hophead’, ‘American Pale Ale’, Polarity ‘Rosetta’s
Comet’, Milk Street ‘Funky Monkey’, Burning Sky ‘Plateau’, Hopjacker
‘Hopjacked Columbus’, Gun ‘Scaramanga’, ‘Parabellum’ (the translation from
Latin is ‘Prepare for War’), ‘Project Babylon’ (named after a supergun project
of Saddam Hussein!), High Weald ‘Mosaic Pale Ale’, Revolutions ‘Switch
#3’, ‘Swoon’.

Entertainment (the full list): Louise Distras, Verbal Warning, Grace
Petrie, Blyth Power, John Otway and the Big Band, Bleeding Hearts,
Laura Taylor, The Roughneck Riot, Graham Fellows (aka Jilted John /
John Shuttleworth), Pog, Contingent, Tracey Curtis, Phat Bollard, The
Meow Meows, Martin Newell and the Hosepipe Band, Skewwhiff, The
Orphans, Lesley Woods (of The Au Pairs), Mark Thomas, Muddy
Summers and the Dirty Field Whores, Mik Artistik’s Ego Trip.
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The Orphans opened the weekend’s music.

Can this 1959 unrefurbished London Routemaster (RM116) fitted with
hydrostatic suspension (whatever that is) cope with the ‘Gob Dylan lean’?
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Bartram’s is well represented here. Cheers Marc!

Wait, John Otway, you’re dangerously close to ‘Smelly’!
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“One of each?”

Enjoying.
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John Otway bares his chest for Felice!

The last bus home was either hilarious with banter, or soporific after ale.
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Contingent!

Trude and Adam in purrrfect fancy dress.
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There’ll be none of this making Glastonwick a habit you know...

Meow Meows – can cats play wind instruments?
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Mark and Clare from Portsmouth.

Not much left of the Bartrams beers at this point.
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2018
(1 – 3 June at Church Farm, Coombes)

The year of the dinosaur. The logo was of a T.Rex lapping up a pint and with
guitar in its other claw. Another outstanding piece of artwork by Felice.
Sunday this year was plugged as ‘Lovely Sunday’ as The Lovely Brothers
went on stage at 2.30, closely followed by The Lovely Eggs at 3.30. Their
respective sets were, erm, lovely!
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Real ales (the full list): Spencers ‘Crafty Bitter’ (gyle 1), ‘Windmill I.P.A.’,
‘Golden Sunset’, Imperial ‘Ike Pale Ale: Mango’, ‘Nah Then: Honey’, ‘Mount
Citra: Grapefruit’, ‘Stout Wi’ Nowt Tekkn Owt: Millionaire’ (all four being
festival specials), Bartram’s ‘Really Rally’, ‘Beer-’Ligerent Biker’, ‘Icke’s Eye
View’, Bartram’s / Iceni ‘Glaston Wit’s End’, ‘Ginger Geezer’ (both festival
specials), Adur ‘Coconut Gold’, ‘Bitter Strawberry’, ‘Oak-A-P’, ‘Apri-Token’,
‘Mint-Token’, ‘Red Hot Orange’ (Jalapeno and orange beer – “notes of a lit
bunsen burner in your mouth”), ‘Caramel Special’, ‘Androcano’ (all eight
being festival specials), Steel City ‘CHIBUDDHNZNEIPA’ (festival special –
Chilli High International Bitterness Unit Double Dry Hopped New Zealand New
England India Pale Ale), ‘HIBUDDHNZNEIPA’ (the base beer for the special),
Downlands ‘Root Thirteen with Ginger’, ‘Devil’s Dyke with Cider Brandy and
Oak’ (these two being festival specials), ‘Root Thirteen’, ‘Devil’s Dyke’,
Yeovil ‘Fabarillo’, Brew Studio ‘Showtime Porter with Elderberry’ (festival
special), ‘Acoustic Session Pale’, Waen ‘Bumpy Cake’, ‘Pamplemousse’,
Hopcraft ‘Keep Me Away From a Naked Flame’, ‘Blood of the Saints’,
Hopcraft / Waen ‘See With Your Eyes, Touch With Your Hands’, Lines
‘Catherine II Russian Stout’, Stealth ‘Covert’, ‘Camouflage’, Marlpool
‘Chamois I.P.A.’, ‘Pigs Ear’, Leviathan ‘Hazed and Confused’, Heathen
‘Ginger and Chilli’ (festival special – “suggested pairing is a water fire
extinguisher”), ‘Shandy Top: Earl Grey Infused’, ‘Vintage Droughtbuster’,
‘Mince Pie’ (2017 vintage), Hilltop ‘Raspberry Blonde’, ‘Plum Porter’,
Brewmonster ‘Tiamat I.P.A.’, Stroud ‘Maltzart’, The Pigeon Fishers
‘Rainbrew’, ‘Pigeon Porter’, Greyhound ‘White Heat’ (festival special),
‘Cosmos’, ‘Ballard’s Mild’, ‘Ballard’s Nyewood Gold’, Flagship ‘Lupa’, Green
Duck ‘Beat The Devil’, Raw ‘Jester Pale’, ‘Cascade Red’, Wilderness
‘Southern Pale’, ‘Mandarina Pale’, Brighton Bier ‘Heydaze: Mandarina
Bavaria and Ekuanot’, Funky Hop Donkey ‘Funky Lite’, ‘Kiwi Funky’, James
and Kirkman ‘Citra’, ‘Moodies Mild’, Dark Star ‘Hophead’, American Pale
Ale’, Twisted Angel ‘Cloud Twister Blonde’, Artisan Ales ‘DB_01’, Hop
Kettle ‘RisingStar’.

Entertainment (the full list): The Popguns, Ese and the Vooduu People,
Combat Shock, East Town Pirates, Doctor Bongo, Matilda’s
Scoundrels, Babar Luck, Barnstormer 1649, Peter and The Test Tube
Babies, Janine Booth, Jess Silk, Joe Solo, Smiley and the Underclass,
The Lovely Eggs, The Lovely Brothers, David Rovics, Karl Phillips and
the Rejects, Robin Ince, Sophie Sparham, John Ward Trio, Helen
McCookerybook.
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The Popguns play their melodic guitar centric pop, 1st June 2018. The band I
somehow managed to twist Attila’s arm to play there. Wendy, Greg, and co.
were stormingly great! A ‘Landslide’ success’...

Andrew ‘Hare’ Crampton who came down from Worcestershire pours an Adur
‘Caramel Special’, a Glastonwick exclusive.
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Abigail from London, a loyal volunteer each year.

Cider bar hero ‘Fraggle’ at the rustic setup.
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Saturday morning, no confusion as to where this bus is heading to.

We ran two inbound buses for opening time on the Saturday. On this 1967
former London Transport Routemaster, Naomi Bedford and Paul Simmonds
burst into song on the front seats of the top deck.
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The garden can be soporific for some!

The Scoopers’ (beer enthusiasts) table in the quiet room. Our friend Loz from
Southwick is on the left, one of the most dedicated Glastonwick supporters.
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Combat Shock raised the roof (to where Mel is pointing).

A clucking good time!
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Jim Barnes travelled from New Jersey, U.S.A.! Seen here with Sunday’s bus as
the backdrop, a 1968 Atlantean that used to ply the streets of Ipswich.

Food! Cider! Perry! Atlantean clag!
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Wob, as shy as he normally is.

Cross cultural punk rock with Babar Luck, closing out the weekend.
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The following Glastonwick 2018 photos
were submitted by Kevan Blackmore.
Thank you Kevan!

Sophie Sparham with her unmistakable long red hair strides towards the
stage. Farmer Jenny Flake is at the bar. Brewing genius Marc Bartram is in
the foreground, while Mel of Combat Shock and a huge organizational help at
Glastonwick stands behind him. And we get photobombed by a giant banana!
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Smiley and the Underclass. Note that the dog shown is a service animal as
we have a general no dogs policy for fear of sheep worrying.

The food and cider barn, a girl gazes upon the storyteller we have each year.
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Back of audience shot.

A distance shot of Sophie Sparham on stage.
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Em with a thirsty looking Carl.

Sophie Sparham with a much more conventional banana than the one above.
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Cider Dreaming Time – in the words of Joseph Porter / Blyth Power. McGhee
deep in a daydream with a backdrop of ciders and perries.

Vintage Glastonwick t-shirt spotting. This one appears to be a 1997.
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Then Alcohol Licks t-shirt spotting. Pam, of the farm, is behind on token sales.

“Two pints please”.
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“Two more pints please”.

“9 gallons please”.
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“I want a society where everyone cares for everyone else and an economy
that works for all” – Jeremy Corbyn M.P.

Cidersaurus on guard duty.
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“B.H.A.F.C PUNK ROCK”.

I got snapped! The final moments of Glastonwick 2018.
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Kevan at the after-party at The Duke of Wellington. Note the partially visible
tribute to Glastonwick co-founder Roy Chuter. Photographer unknown.
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2019
(31 May – 2 June at Church Farm, Coombes)

I dropped my standard cask end label template for 2019 and did bolder,
simpler labels. I also stopped using American ‘legal’ size paper which
protruded from the A4 plastic sleeves, making the lower positioned ones wet
if the cask above dripped. In addition, vegan friendly beers were printed on
green paper, while those containing fish-derived isinglass finings (or
unknown) had pink paper. It worked well.
The logo, again expertly designed and drawn by Felice, was on a Batman
theme (the 1960s TV series, not the film).
The last performance at Glastonwick before the plague buggered everything
up in 2020 was Sunday’s locally based (Brighton) closing band, Pussy Liquor.
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Real ales (the full list): Adur ‘Rudolph’s Corner’, ‘Dan’s Spruce Citra’, ‘Mary’s
Tipple’, ‘Special Cherry’, ‘Ginger Citra’, ‘Dillweed Gold’, ‘Lavender Gold’ (all
seven being festival specials, three dedicated to recently lost friends so we
all could celebrate their lives. We solemnly remembered our faithful
cellarman Paul ‘Rudolph’ Simons, Barnstormer and Fish Brothers guitarist
Dan Woods, and farmer Jenny’s mother Mary Passmore).
Other beers: Long Man ‘Ginger American Pale Ale’, ‘Black Session I.P.A.’,
‘Coffee Old Man’ (all three being festival specials), Holler ‘Glastonwick
Ginger and Chilli’, ‘Glastonwick Elderflower’ (these two being festival
specials), ‘Extra Pale’, Imperial ‘Pump Up The Fram’, ‘Cluster Buster’,
Liverpool ’24 Carat Ginger’ (festival special), Burning Sky ‘Summertime’,
‘Plateau’, ‘Aurora’, Green Duck ‘Shaky Steven’s’, Raw ‘Equanot Pale’, Top
Out ‘Copperheid’, Gibberish ‘Chocolate Chilli Stodge Stout’, Revolutions
‘The Colour of Spring’, St. Andrews ‘Above and Beyond’, Henry Smith
‘Dark Mild’, Fierce and Noble ‘West Coast I.P.A.’, Team Toxic ‘Waen –
Chilli, Plum, and Ginger’ (festival special), ‘Waen – Snowball: Choc Orange
Edition’, ‘So Much To Answer For’, ‘Neutral Milk’, ‘Mission Creep – Every Beet
Of My Heart’, ‘Oscillate Wildly (Version 2 – Cherry’), Flagship ‘Yonder’,
Mallinson’s / Team Toxic ‘Comfort Zone’, Hurst ‘Rhubarb and Custard
Sour’, ‘Moose of Thorns’, Flathead ‘Mind Detonator’, ‘Let Myself Go’, ‘Fusion
I.P.A.’, Mart’s ‘Dutch Letters’ (marzipan stout!), Heathen ‘Black Eye P.A.’,
‘Honeyed West Coast I.P.A.’, Brew Studio ‘Ported Double Oat Stout’,
‘Lemongrass House’, ‘Ginger Acoustic’, ‘High Hops and Spruce I.P.A.’ (these
four being festival specials), ‘E.P.’, Stamp’s (Republic of Liverpool)
‘London Greed’ (a p*sstake of a famous London beer), Mill Valley ‘Fudge!’
(fudge brownie stout!), ‘Triple C’, Greyhound ‘Seagull’, ‘Rocket’, Brolly
‘Chub’, C.O.W.’ (stands for Citra, Oats, Wai-iti), Downlands ‘Destiny’s Mild’,
‘Root Thirteen’, ‘Day Tripper’, Hilltop ‘Cherry Dark Porter’, ‘Plum Porter’,
Stod Fold ‘Gold’, Riverside ‘Tangmere Tower’, Great Heck ‘Trafalgar’,
‘Dunkel Weiss’, Franklins ‘Blood Orange Crush’, ‘Champagne Supernova’,
‘Raisin d’Etra’, Nomadic ‘Bandit’, Carlisle ‘La’al Clarty Jewkle’, Industrial
Ales ‘Glassworks I.P.A.’, Hammerpot ‘Woodcote Bitter’, ‘Shirala I.P.A.’,
Funky Hop Donkey ‘Funky Summer’.

Entertainment (the full list): Pussy Liquor, The Kut, Naomi Bedford and
Paul Simmonds, Too Many Crooks, Angelic Upstarts, John Hegley,
Wonk Unit, John Otway, Rebel Control, The Fish Brothers, T.V. Smith
and the Bored Teenagers, My Pet Shark, Les Carter and
Abdoujaparov, Dakka Skanks, Cherry and Peesh, Efa Supertramp,
Eastfield, Muddy Summers and the Dirty Field Whores, Gecko, Daz
Brookfield (replacing Interrobang‽ at very short notice as lead singer
Duncan Bruce had broken a rib).
.
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Felice at Southern Transit’s yard with Friday’s bus before setting out for the
first inbound run. It is a 1965 London Routemaster.

A septet of festival special ales from the local Adur Brewery. The one at top
right, ‘Dan’s Spruce Citra’, was arranged as a dedication to the memory of
Barnstormer and Fish Brothers guitarist Dan Woods.
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Brolly and Downlands casks with the new colour coded cask end labels.

Opening act Cherry and Peesh.
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We always have had beers with odd names, but this ‘La’al Clarty Jewkle’ from
Carlisle Brewery is hard to beat. It is old Cumbrian dialect for ‘mucky pup’.

I think I just startled Wob - He does the standard railway signal for a train
driver to do an emergency stop!
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Crowd surfing giant lobster? Of course we have one!

We were in for a treat with a set from punk-folk bardess Efa Supertramp, who
performs some of her songs in Welsh.
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Attila, you need a refill!

The excellent ska band Too Many Crooks.
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London based The Kut proved very popular with their grungy alternative rock
set. Frontwoman Princess Maha belts out some superb songs.

The farmhouse ciders and perries were running low even on Saturday,
judging by the tilts.
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The new Indian vegan and veggie food stand attracted a lot of custom.

Jessi notches up the Eastfield thrash machine.
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Dakka Skanks closed out Saturday with some great ska.

Conformist appearances must prevail. Not!
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Fraggle and Felice on the tractor ride over the Downs.

Naomi Bedford and Paul Simmonds, were as good as always with their unique
brand of roots / country / Americana.
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Sadly over the year we lost one of our star cellar people, ‘Rudolph’. The spicy
beer ‘Rudolph’s Corner’ was arranged in tribute. The name refers to the far
end of the stillage opposite the side of the stage where there is a gap, which
Rudolph and Steve used to store cellar equipment such as taps, finings, dip
sheets, and dipsticks.

Five piece girl punk / ‘riot grrrl’ band Pussy Liquor from Brighton certainly
closed out Sunday with a bang. Excellent stuff!
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The most punk rock band transport I’ve ever seen!
A.H. 11.1.21 0553 GMT, 1.11.21 0053 ET
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